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TRANSACTIONS.

MAGHULL CHAPEL. 

By F. H. Cheetham, F.S.A.
Read i6th March, 1922.

THE remains of the old chapel of Maghull, which stand 
a few yards to the north-west of the modern church, 

consist only of the chancel and a chapel on its north side, 
the nave having been pulled down in 1883, three years 
after the consecration of the new building.

That nave was, however, of no architectural or anti 
quarian interest, dating only from the i8th century, and 
its disappearance can be regretted only on sentimental 
grounds. It took the place in 1755 of a nave presumably 
of mediaeval date, of which very little evidence remains, 
and of which, so far as I am aware, no drawing, print, or 
picture of any kind has survived. It is not, therefore, 
even certain that the nave pulled down in the reign of 
George II was coeval in its entirety with the existing 
chancel, though there is evidence that it was so in parts.

The present paper is concerned only with the Chapelry 
of Maghull and chiefly with the fabric of the chapel. The 
history of the township and manor of Maghull is outside 
its scope, and even the early history of the chapel can only 
be referred to briefly. My first object is to describe, in 
more detail than has hitherto been attempted, the 
architectural features of the existing remains; to assign to 
them an approximate date or dates, and to offer an 
opinion as to the character of the original nave. This, 
the earlier part of the paper, is therefore architectural: 
the remainder is concerned with the i8th century nave.
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its erection, reconstruction, enlargement and demolition, 
and with the general history of the chapel in the i8th 
century and early years of the igth.

Through the kindness of the vicar (the Rev. R. E. E. 
Whitaker, M.A.) I have been enabled to examine the 
wardens' accounts at leisure and to make such extracts 
from them as I deemed to be of interest. These accounts, 
which are contained in two books, cover the period 1749- 
1831, and there are also two volumes of Vestry minutes 
covering the period 1823-1880. In addition to these, 
there are preserved the following Township accounts  
Overseers' 1749-1840, Constables' 1750-79 and 1796-1840, 
Surveyor of Highways'1754-1830. These and other books 
and papers in the church safe are referred to in one of the 
appendices,1 but no use has been made of the Township 
accounts in the present paper.

I. THE CHAPEL.
Maghull is one of the five townships of the ancient 

parish of Halsall, the others being Halsall, Downholland, 
Lydiate and Melling. The length of the parish was 10 
miles, and the church being at the north end chapels came 
into existence at an early date at Maghull and Melling, 
which are respectively about 5j miles and 6f miles 
distant to the south-east. Maghull township, the area of 
which is 2098 acres, or about Jth of the total area of the 
parish, lies between Lydiate and Melling, and, measured 
in a straight line, the chapel is actually nearer to the 
parish churches of Sefton (ijm.), Aughton (2jm.), Orms- 
kirk (4Jm.), and Walton-on-the-Hill (4^m.) than to that 
of Halsall.

The origin of the chapel is unknown and there is no 
documentary evidence of its existence as old as that of the 
fabric itself. Sometime before the beginning of the i6th 
century land was given " for the finding of a light in the

1 Appendix A.
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chapel of Male," but the year is not stated in the record, 
which dates from 1571-2. 1 The following brief summary 
of outstanding dates in the history of the chapel may be 
cited: 

1411. Laurence Hulme was baptized in Maghull chapel on a 
Love-day when Sir Thomas Gerard and Sir John Bold publicly 
put aside their differences and promised to be loving to each other.*

1461. John " capellanus de Mayle " occurs. 3
1550. The chapel was valued at 305.'
1552. Inventory of goods, Oct. 4: " ij small bells with one 

sacring bell, one chalice, ij vestments, the one of blue wolestudde, 
the other of green say, ij albes, ij cruettes."'

1563. Richard Halsale, rector of Halsall, in his will gave 205. 
towards the reparation of Maghull chapel. 6

1590. Mal no preacher. 7
c. 1610. Without service or preacher. 8
1645. James Worrall appointed to the charge of the chapel.'
1650. Church Survey: We find that within the township of 

Maghull is an ancient chapel called Male Chapel and about a rood- 
land of ground lying about the said chapel fit to be enjoyed 
therewith; and in regard the remoteness of the said chappell from 
any other church we think it fit to be made a parish church. 10

1717. Bishop Gastrell certified: " Nothing belongs to it but 
£20 per annum paid by the Rector and /5 surplice fee .... 2 
chapel wardens chosen by the inhabitants, 4 miles from the 
parish church."11

It will be noted that the Commonwealth Surveyors 
refer to the remoteness of the chapel from " any other 
church," not simply the parish church. This is rather 
strange when it is remembered that Sefton church is

1 Lanes, and Ckesh. Records (Record Soc. 1883, viii), 256.
  Abstracts of Lanes. Inquisitions (Chat. Soc. xcix), 30.
3 Cockersand Chart. (Chet. Soc. N.S. Ixiv), 1244.
4 Raines, Chantries (Chet. Soc. Ix), 277.
  Church Goods (Chet. Soc. cxiii), 108. 

.» IMICS. Wills (Chet. Soc. li), 38. 
' Gibson, Lydiate Hall, 249. 
» Kenyan MSS. (Hist. MSS. Com. xiv, App. 4), 13.
  Plundered Ministers (Record Soc. xxviii), 10.

10 Com. Church Surveys (Record Sor. i), 87.
11 Xotitia Cestriensis (Chet. Soc. xxi), 175.
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little more than a mile away and always visible from the 
chapel-yard. The low-lying land between Maghull and 
Sefton, always liable to flood and perhaps often impassable 
in the winter, may however be accountable for the state 
ment, though " remoteness " is scarcely the word one 
would have expected to be used. Gastrell underestimates 
the remoteness of Maghull from the parish church in 
placing it at 4 miles distant.

The site of the chapel is some 40 ft. above the level of 
the flat-land immediately to the west and south-west, and 
so commands a fine prospect in those directions. On the 
1892 Ordnance Survey, the height at Maghull chapel is 
given as 67.5, and at Sefton church 29.8, while at Dover's 
Bridge, west of Sefton railway station, it is 22.O.1 A 
recent writer has described Maghull village as occupying 
" a plateau rising slightly over the lower lying land east 
and west,'' and this suggests to him a possible etymology 
of the name Maghull. 2

Before describing the portion of the fabric now standing 
it may be well to set down briefly what previous writers 
have said of Maghull chapel during the existence of the 
l8th century nave.

1823. In an article entitled "A Walk to Southport," 
by a person calling himself " Nathantiquarii," in the 
Liverpool Kaleidoscope of July 8, 1823, is the following 
passage: 

Maghull is a pleasant village near the banks of the Leeds and 
Liverpool Canal. It has a small chapel of ease under Halsall, as 
is also that in the adjoining township of Melling . . . The 
chapel appears to have been built at different times, and the 
exterior is destitute of simplicity or architectural beauty. The

1 The altitudes are in feet  above the mean level of the sea at Liverpool, 
which is 0.650 of a foot below the general mean level of the sea.

2 Dr. Eilert Ekwall, Place Names of Lancashire (1922), Chet. Soc. M.S. Ixxxi. 
He discusses the possibility of the first element being the Celtic magos (British 
mag), a plain. The plateau on which Maghull stands is mostly level and would 
be aptly described as a plain. The second element is the O.E. halh, hall: p. 
119.
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interior is neat and crowded with seats capable of containing a 
numerous congregation, which, however, has so much increased as 
to render necessary the addition which is at present contemplated. 
On the north side of the chancel is a private chapel belonging to the 
Unsworth family, whose seat, Manor House, lies adjacent. The 
only monuments in the chapel appertain to that family, and are 
two marble slabs, one of which bearing the arms sculptured in 
marble is thus inscribed [inscriptions given]. By the register it 
appears that the baptisms in 1822 were 29. It is a perpetual 
curacy: the incumbent is the Rev. George Holden, M.A., the 
learned author of several valuable commentaries on portions of the 
Scripture, and other theological works. From the chapel yard is 
an extensive view of the high land near Liverpool, on which 
Everton Church is a very prominent object, of Ince Hall an4 
park, and in the distance the two landmarks of Formby.

1836. In Baines' History of Lancashire, published in 
this year, the description of Maghull chapel is as follows: 

The episcopal chapel is of very early date, but to what saint it 
is dedicated is unknown. It is a stone edifice of two distinct 
portions, ancient and modern. 1 The north part of the old 
structure, belonging to the Unsworth family, who reside at the 
Manor-house, is divided from the nave by three (sic) massive 
arches. 2

In Harland's edition of Baines (1870) this description 
is retained, omitting the words " belonging to .... 
Manor-house." Croston's edition (1893) corrects " three 
arches " to two, and states that the new church stands 
" a short distance to the east of the older but still existing 
structure." 3 The nave of the old building had, however, 
then been pulled down.

1854. In Mannex's History, Topography and Directory 
for Mid-Lancashire, Maghull chapel is described as

a stone edifice erected at three different periods, the last in 1830. 
It is of very early date, but in honour of whom dedicated is not 
known. It has 422 sittings, of which 134 are free. The north

1 Only the ancient portion was of stone: the nave was of brick stuccoed.
2 Baines, Lancashire, iv, 2 70.
3 Ibid., Croston's ed. v, 280.
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part of the old fabric is the Unsworth Cliapel, bearing two tablets 
to that family. The organ was built in 1846.

1862. Sir Stephen Glynne visited the chapel this year, 
and thus describes it: 

This church, a chapel to Halsall, now consists of an ugly modern 
body erected about thirty years, 1 and an ancient chancel with 
small aisle or chapel on the north. This portion is of grey sand 
stone. The chancel is but low, and its arch to the nave is gone. 
It has the original east window, probably Perpendicular, but 
completely gutted, and the chancel internally is modernised in a 
frippery way. It is divided from the north chapel by two very 
low pointed arches, perhaps Early English, with a circular pillar 
having moulded cap. The western respond has nail-headed 
mouldings. The western arch of this chapel is very low and flat 
on octagonal columns. The east window is plain rude Decorated 
of three lights without foils, the mullions simply crossing. On 
the south side of the chancel is a small square-headed Decorated 
window of two lights now closed up. The body of the church is 
unworthy of notice low and mean, of brick work plastered, with 
a small belfry at the west end. The interior is positively shapeless, 
with low flat ceiling and encumbered with pews and galleries.*

1882. In applying for a faculty to remove " certain 
portions of the old chapel " the proctor, Mr. Fletcher, 
described this building as " exceedingly small and in 
convenient," and went on to say

The old church was of very ancient date ; indeed the exact time 
at which it was built was not known, but from architectural 
evidence it must have been erected some time during the 12 th 
century. The oldest part of the building contained some Norman 
arches and the fabric generally was of considerable interest in 
local history. The building might be divided into four parts: viz., 
the Unsworth chapel, the chancel, the nave, and the southern 
portion, the oldest parts being the two former . . The nave and 
the southern part were entirely devoid of architectural beauty or 
value, and it might probably be said that they were absolutely 
ugly, the modern work completely destroying the character of the 
old.»

1 The extensions of the nave on the south side had been made thirty-two 
years before. The nave itself was in its eighty-fifth year. 

J Notes on the Churches of Lanes. (Chet. Soc. N.s. xxvii), 37. 
3 Liverpool Mercury, July 19, 1882.
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1896. A short paper on " The Old Chapel at Maghull," 
by Mr. William E. Gregson, is printed in the Transactions 
of this Society for the year 1896 (M.S. xi, 252), but I 
refrain from quoting any portion of it here as I refer to it 
later. Mr. Gregson's description of the building is fuller 
and more complete than any before published, and he 
deals with the architectural problem of the old part in an 
interesting way. From his paper is taken the description 
of the chapel in the third volume of the Victoria History of 
Lancashire. The writer who contributed the architectural 
descriptions to that volume unfortunately did not visit 
Maghull. To that omission is due, in a large measure, the 
inception of the present paper.

THE EXISTING STRUCTURE.
The existing remains of the mediaeval building consist 

of the chancel, which is 18 ft. 9 in. long by u ft. 3 in. 
wide, with a chapel, or aisle, of equal length on its north 
side, 9 ft. wide. The total internal width is 22 ft. 10 in. 
The chancel and chapel are under separate gabled roofs, 
covered with stone slates, and the walls, which are about 
ii ft. high inside to the wall plate, are faced with roughly 
dressed large stones in wide courses. The whole of the 
west front is modern and the western half of the south 
wall of the chancel, which had been pulled down when the 
addition was made in 1830, has been rebuilt on the old 
lines, much old masonry being used. The extent and 
nature of the new work will be seen from the accompanying 
plan, which should be compared with the seatholders' 
plan made in 1831. These plans render a lengthy de 
scription of the structure unnecessary except as regards its 
more purely architectural features.

The main points of interest are the arcade between the 
chancel and the chapel, the west arch and the east window 
of the chapel, and the south-east window of the chancel. 
The consideration of these features will, in a large measure,
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determine the date, or dates, of the fabric. The stone 
bell-turret at the south-west angle of the building was 
formerly over the west gable of the i8th century nave; 
it was transferred to its present position in the recon 
struction of 1883.

The CHANCEL has a pointed east window with widely 
splayed internal jambs and sloping sill. The sill is 5 ft. 
10 in. above the floor, which is here raised two steps. 
The window is now of two lights but the mullion and 
tracery are modern and it is doubtful whether they 
reproduce the original design. 1 The two-light square- 
headed window on the south side has double-chamfered 
jambs on the outside and the lights have trefoiled ogee 
heads enclosing a trefoil spandrel. This window is a very 
charming example of I4th century curvilinear work, 
perhaps as late as 1340. It has no external hoodmould\ 
Below the window inside is a plain stone seat (sedile), 
4 ft. long, originally about 26 in. above the floor, and 
adjoining it, to the east, a mutilated piscina. The 
projecting part of the bowl has been cut away, but the 
drain remains. The chancel has a flagged floor, now 
raised two steps at its east end, and the walls (as also 
those in the north chapel) are unplastered. The roofs are 
modern.

The arcade between the chancel and chapel consists of 
two pointed arches, each of two chamfered orders, without 
labels, springing from half-round responds and a central 
circular pier, all with moulded circular capitals. The 
bases originally consisted of a single round member on a 
square chamfered plinth, but have been mutilated. The 
capitals too have suffered a good deal, but have been 
" restored " the mouldings being made out in cement 
mortar. The abacus consists of a quirk, or triangular 
groove, between a pair of rolls, and the neck moulding of a

1 The mullion and tracery are apparently those seen by Sir Stephen Glynne 
in 1862.
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single roll. The bell is quite plain, and the height of the 
capital over all is n in. In the west respond (only) a line 
of nail-headed moulding took the place of the quirk, but 
remains only on the north side, towards the chapel, for a 
length of about 15 in. (twelve nail heads). The height 
from the floor of the chancel to the top of the pier capital 
is 6 ft. i in., and the arches rise 3 ft. io£ in.1 above this. 
The width of the arches varies slightly, that to the east 
being 6 ft. 5 in. and the other 6 ft. I in. The floor of the 
chapel has been raised 6£ in. above that of the chancel, 
and the plinth and base moulding of the pier have been 
cut away towards the chancel, the round section of the 
column being now continued down to the floor on that 
side. The mouldings of the capitals have likewise been 
cut away at some time, probably in the i8th century, but 
have been " restored " in cement mortar. The capitals 
are 30 in. in diameter, this being also the thickness of the 
wall above. 2 The face of the wall is therefore flush with 
the edge of the capitals at the springing of the arches.

The chancel arch has disappeared, only its north 
respond remaining. This respond is a half octagon with 
mutilated io in. chamfered capital 9 ft. above the chancel 
floor. The arch, which seems to have been similar to 
those of the arcade, may have been destroyed when the 
new nave was built in 1755, or it may have stood till 1830, 
when the building was extended on the south side. The 
addition then made necessitated the pulling down of the 
western half of the south wall of the chancel, as will be 
seen by reference to the 1831 plan, and it is quite possible 
that the chancel arch stood until then. However that 
may be, the only evidence of it now is a portion of its 
northern respond, against which the modern west wall 
has been built.

1 Measured to intrados.
* The external walls are about 36 in. in thickness.
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The NORTH CHAPEL was open at its west end, presumably 
to a north aisle, by a low, round-headed or depressed 
arch of two chamfered orders, 7 ft. 9 in. high,1 springing 
from semi-octagonal jambs with moulded capitals and 
chamfered bases. The width of the opening is 6 ft. and" 
the arch rises 2 ft. 6 in. above the springing. The capital 
on the north side is of a type similar to those of the arcade, 
but flatter and 2 in. more in height. The other capital is 
of quite different type and is apparently much later in 
date. Its moulded abacus is very much worn, but has 
the appearance of I4th century work.

The east window of the chapel is a pointed one of three 
plain lights, the mullions crossing in the head, and has an 
external hood-mould. The lights are 9 in. wide, separated 
by 5 in. chamfered mullions, and the jambs are widely 
splayed inside. This window is of a type common 
towards the end of the I3th century (1285-90), but such 
simple tracery with forked and intersecting mullions was 
used over a long period and occurs in some parts of the 
country as early as 1270 and as late as I32O.2

To date the building as a whole is a matter of some 
difficulty, and on the accompanying plan I have been 
content to mark only ancient and modern work.

Mr. Gregson expresses the opinion that
a careful comparison of the mouldings appears to indicate that the 
building does not date earlier than 1285 to 1290, in spite of the 
Norman-looking round arch, which oddly enough has the most 
distinct I3th century detail in the moulding. The north aisle 
capitals omit one member of the usual series of mouldings in a 
capital of this date, or rather abacus and bell are somewhat rudely 
grouped into one feature. While the arcade shafts are round 
(one early feature) the round arch is carried by semi-octagons (a 
later character of shaft). 3

1 The height from the present floor of the chapel to the soffit of the archl is 
7 ft. 3 in., but the floor has been raised.

'The east window at Grantham (c. 1300) is of this type and has a ball 
flower ornament in jambs and mull on.

3 Trans., u.s. xi, 253.
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The date 1285-90 is, I think, too late for the oldest parts 
of the building. The east window of the chapel may very 
well belong to that period, though a slightly later date is 
possible. But the west arch and the arcade are, in my 
opinion, earlier than 1285. The original building, to 
which these features presumably belonged assuming that 
the chapel, or aisle, was built at the same time as the 
chancel and was not an addition seems to have been 
erected about the year 1200 or a little later, that is to say 

'in the period of transition from Romanesque to Gothic, or, 
to use the more familiar terms, from Norman to Early 
English. The south capital of the west arch of the chapel 
is a difficulty, but its difference from the one opposite 
seems to indicate that it is not an original feature, but 
must have been re-made later  either at the end of the 
I3th or beginning of the I4th century. In the Transition 
period circular and octagonal shafts and responds were 
indiscriminately used, just as were semicircular and 
pointed arches. At Maghull we have both types of 
shaft and arch. Nail-headed ornament, though generally 
a Norman feature, persisted well into the I3th century, 
but it is very improbable that it would be found later than 
1280, and then only in miniature forms. The mouldings 
of the arcade capitals are of a type (a hollow between two 
rolls) common in mid-i2th century work in vaulting ribs 
and arch mouldings, but found as late as 1190-1245. 
The use of this form of moulding for an abacus is certainly 
unusual, and not altogether happy. But with other 
features at Maghull it seems to be a Romanesque survival, 
and may, I think, be assigned roughly to about 1200-20.

From that period I should be inclined to date the 
original structure,1 into which the east window of the 
chapel would be inserted some seventy years or so later, 
and the south-east window of the chancel perhaps fifty

1 My dating of the fabric is thus later than that put forward by Mr. FletchflC 
in 1882, though earlier than that assigned to it by Mr. Gregson.
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years later again (c. 1340). Probably the building was a 
good deal altered in the I4th century, the diagonal angle 
buttresses being then added at any rate the one at the 
south-east corner and perhaps the chancel wall entirely 
rebuilt. The clumsy north-west buttress is something of 
a puzzle, and might indeed be of almost any date sub 
sequent to the I4th century.

Of the mediaeval NAVE we know little or nothing. But 
such evidence as there is points to there having been a 
nave with north (and possibly south) aisle of at least 
three bays. In pulling down the i8th century nave in 
1883 a number of arch stones, two double springers, and 
one capital were found buried in the foundations. These 
have been set up and incorporated with a high fence wall 
at the south-west corner of the Manor House. 1 As now 
standing the arch can, of course, be seen only on one side, 
and it is therefore difficult to say whether the capital is a 
complete one. Whether these eleven stones all belonged 
to the same arch originally it is equally impossible now to 
determine, but as erected they form a complete pointed 
arch of two chamfered orders of practically the same 
width and height as those of the chancel arcade. 2 The 
two springers suggest a nave arcade of at least three bays, 
the alternative of a north and south nave arcade of only 
two bays being less likely. 3 As one faces the recon-

1 Now a Home for Epileptics. The stones were purchased by Mr. T. C. 
Matber, owner of the Manor House (who claimed certain rights over the 
Unsworth Chapel), when the nave was taken down in 1883. This is recorded on 
a tablet bearing the following inscription: 

REMAINS OF AN ANTIENT ARCH
FOUND BURIED IN FOUNDATION OF

MAGHULL OLD CHURCH
CONSISTING OF TWO DOUBLE SPRINGERS

ONE CAP Si ELEVEN ARCH STONES

PURCHASED AND ERECTED HERE

A.D. 1885

* Width of arch 6 ft. 6 in., height from spring to soffit 3 ft. 10 in.
3 They may have been, and probably were, more double springers than those 

found, and north and south aisles of three or more bays may have existed. 
But in the text I am supposing the minimum of two only.
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structed arch the original capital is to the spectator's left, 
the other capital and both the shafts being modern work 
in cement mortar. The circular capital has an octagonal 
square-edged abacus with double groove thus differing 
materially in detail from those of the chancel arcade. 
The neck moulding is a " restoration." All this work is 
contemporary with the chancel arcade and it is therefore 
safe to assume that the original building, as erected early 
in the I3th century, consisted of chancel with north 
chapel, and aisled nave of three or more bays. When the 
old nave was pulled down in 1755, some twenty loads of 
stone were sold to be used at Sefton church, and nineteen 
loads were otherwise disposed of. 1 Could these stones be 
traced, further light might be thrown on the problem of 
the mediaeval nave at Maghull.

The old FONT is now in the new church, where it has 
been set up on a modern pedestal under the tower. It is 
a plain octagonal bowl, 30 in. diameter, with a round 
moulding on either edge, and may be of I5th century date.

An i8th century tall pedestal font is preserved in the old 
building but is fixed on the window ledge of the new west 
gable, out of reach. As I have been unable to examine it, 
I cannot say whether it bears any date or inscription.

There is also preserved what has sometimes been de 
scribed as a font, but more often as a holy water stoup. 2 
This was dug up in 1883, when the nave was pulled down,3 
and is a block of stone measuring 16 in. square at the top, 
with the front sloping back some 6 in, in the form of a 
corbel or bracket. The height is 16 in. 4 The bowl is

1 Sold at pulling down: 
19 loads of stone at 6d. .. .. .. .. ..96
Stone sold to be used at Sefton Church .. .. .. 10 o

Calculated on the same basis this would be about 20 loads.
2 Mr. Gregson calls it a " prism-shaped holy-water font." 
8 Chet. Soc. N.S. xxvii; Canon Atkinson's notes to Sir Stephen Glynne. 
4 The stone is therefore a cube of 16 in. with the front cut away to 10 in. by 

16 in. at the bottom.
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12 in. diameter, but is very shallow, being only 4 J in. deep, 
and there is no drain. The stone is certainly not a font 
and is a very doubtful stoup. The shallow bowl rather 
points to it being a cresset. Filled with oil and with a 
floating wick it may have served as a light near the altar. 
The corbel-like form of the stone is also in favour of this 
view. From a record already quoted1 we know that 
sometime in the mediaeval period land was given " for the 
finding of a light in the chapel of Male," and it is tempting 
to believe that this stone is the cresset in which the light 
was kept burning.

The north chapel, or aisle, has been known as the 
Unsworth Chapel2 since Thomas Unsworth of Liverpool 
(d. 1796) purchased the manor of Maghull and claimed 
a right over this part of the building as lord of the 
manor, or owner of the manor-house. The name has 
survived, though the manor has long been in other hands. 
In 1880 it was acquired by Mr. T. C. Mather, of Lydiate, 
who afterwards restored the Unsworth chapel at his own 
charges. 3 This portion of the building has a tiled floor 
and is now separated from the chancel by an iron railing. 
The west arch, formerly opening to the nave, now serves 
as an entrance doorway and is covered by a porch. The 
chapel contains mural tablets to Thomas Unsworth I 
(d. 1796), his son Thomas Unsworth II (d. 1815), and to 
various members of the Mather family. 4 There is also a 
hatchment commemorating the second Thomas Uns 
worth.6

1 Ante p. 2.
2 Or " Mr. Unsworth's Chancel." Mr. Gregson, in calling his paper " The Old 

Chapel at Maghull, commonly called the Unsworth Chapel," would seem to 
imply that the whole of the existing structure is so styled. This, of course, 
is not so. The term applies only to the aisle, or chapel, north of the chancel.

3 For Mr. Mather's action in opposing the faculty to pull down the nave in 
1882 see postea p. 29.

4 For inscriptions see Appendix B.
5 The hatchment is now against the east wall below the window. 11 is as 

follows: Ground black on the dexter and white on the sinister side. Around
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In the chancel is a tablet to Mary, daughter of Thomas 
Harrison (d. 1835), and in the floor at the east end an 
inscribed slab to Richard Formby (d. 1828) and his 
mother Helen Formby, born Harper (d. 1844). 1

The BELL now hanging in the turret is 18 in. diameter 
and bears the inscription

CHRISTO AVSPICE DVCE 1709 (bell) L.W.

Unfortunately there is no founder's name, and the 
initials are difficult to identify. The letters of the in 
scription are fin. high and the s's are reversed. No light 
is thrown on the origin of the bell from the wardens' 
accounts as they do not begin consecutively till 1749. 
The names of the wardens in 1709 were Edw. Goore and 
John Davies, the curate was the Rev. Ralph Sherdley, 
and no founder with the initials L.W. is known at that 
period. The bell is older than the turret, assuming that 
the latter was a new feature at the time of the rebuilding 
of the nave in 1755, and may have originally hung in an 
open bell-cote. The following items relating to the bell 
and ringing are taken from the wardens' accounts:  

1730 For ringing ye 5 Nov. .. .. .. .. oio
1733 For a bell rope and cord for ye window .. 006 
1737 Spent on the Ringers Nov. 5 .. .. o i o
1745 Spent when we hung the bell .. .. o i o
,, Spent upon ye Ringers when Carlisle surr"1 o i o 

1752 To expence repairing Bell .. .. ..01-22
1755 Spent on the workmen when Bell was hinged

and carrying to smith .. .. ..030
1760 To neats foot oyl for Bell and a bottle .. o 07^ 
1765 ,, James Rothell for belrope .. ..006

the shield there is gilt scroll-work. Esquire's helm, with mantling gules 
doubled Ermine. A motto-ribbon inscribed SPES TUTISSIMA COELIS. Arms: 
Quarterly, island 4th Sable, on a bend Argent, four crescents Azure[ Unsworth}; 
2nd and 3rd Or, on a fess between three crosses patee gules in chief and a star of 
six points Azure in base, as many bezants {Mercer}. An escutcheon of pretence, 
Quarterly, ist and 4th, Or, three wolves heads erased sable within a bordure 
[Seel] ; 2nd and 3rd, counterquartered i and iv, Azure, a cross incline Or 
[Molyneux], ii, Hi, Sable, a fret Argent [Harrington]. Crest: on a torse Or and 
gules, a lion rampant gules. 

1 For inscriptions see Appendix B.
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1772 To John Almond for mending bell .. .. o i 8
1774 ,, Mending Bell at 5 Nov. .. .. .. o i 6
1786   a new belrope .. .. .. .. o i 6

,, ,, Hen. Medow for mending bell chain .. 007
1787 ,, M* Bankes for ale at taking down Chap'

Bell .. .. .. .. .. o i Q
,, expenses at hanging bell . . .. ..030

1800   Hen. Medow for a chain for Bell .. 30
1802   Ringing bell [no day mentioned] .. i o
1803 do. .. .. .. 10
1805 .. Hen. Meadows as per bill for Bell ... 17 2
1811   Bellrope for Chapi .. .. .. 76

In the tower of the new church are eight bells by J. 
Taylor and Co. of Loughborough, given by Mr. John 
Pimbley of Maghull in 1917, and dedicated May 17, 1918. 
They take the place of a single bell (46 in. diameter) cast 
by J. Murphy of Dublin in 1895. In 1552 there were 
" two smaller bells with one sacring bell " in Maghull 
chapel.

The Communion PLATE belonging to the old chapel 
consists only of two pieces, (i) a silver Cup, 8£ in. high, 
London make, 1753-4, without inscription, and (2) a silver 
Salver on three feet, 6$ in. diameter, London make, 
1788-9, inscribed " MAGHULL CHAPEL | The gift | of | 
Mary Neden | of | Lydiate \ 1832." These are in use in 
the new church, together with a Cup similar in design to 
the old one, Birmingham make, 1909, inscribed " Maghull 
Parish Church. The gift of John Robinson, church 
warden, 1909." There is also a modern plated Flagon 
loj in. high.

The only entries in the chapel-wardens' accounts having 
reference to the plate are these: 

1752 Pd in exchange of the Silver cup belonging to
the Chap' .. .. .. .. ..206

1767 To a salver for the Communion .. ..050
1781 ,, a Flaggon for Chap' .. .. ..090
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REBUILDING OF THE NAVE IN 1755 AND 1778.
The old fabric was evidently giving trouble in 1753, for 

in that year 55. was spent " viewing the chapel," after 
which the roof was reslated at a cost of £7. The nave, 
however, must have been in too bad a condition to warrant 
further expenditure on its repair, for two years later it was 
pulled down and a new one erected. The cost of the 
rebuilding of 1755 is set out in the chapel-wardens' 
accounts and is printed in full in Appendix C, but there is 
no record in the form of a vestry minute, or resolution of 
any kind, giving the reason for the demolition of the old 
nave. We may therefore suppose that the state of the 
fabric necessitated the course adopted, though this is, 
unfortunately, by no means certain. It is possible that 
the desire for a " comfortable" place of worship, in 
accord with the ideas of the time, had something to do 
with the decision arrived at. It is scarcely likely, when 
the size of the new nave is considered, that the provision 
of more seating space can have been a determining factor. 
Whatever the reason, the old nave was swept away and no 
record of it kept. From entries in the wardens' accounts 
prior to I755,1 we learn, however, that a gallery had been 
erected in 1711, at a cost of £3 55., and that various small 
repairs had been done not long before the demolition. 2 
But there are no entries which throw any light on the 
architectural problem. Not only were many loads of 
stone sold, 3 but old wood to the value of £2 was disposed 
of " when chap'l was pul'd down," and something over 
£14 was received " from the North Gallery." 4

The 1755 nave was a rectangular structure of brick, 
measuring internally 32 ft. long by 22 ft. 10 in. wide, with

r A few entries prior to 1749 occur on loose sheets: the earliest is 1704.
2 See p. 40.
3 See ante p. 14. Also Appendix C, p. 60.
1 The meaning is not clear. Whether the north gallery was that erected in 

1711 cannot be stated.
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a stone-slated gabled roof and west bell turret. The 
" 10 yds. and a foot " of ridging stones from Parbold, 
mentioned in the accounts agrees perfectly with the length 
of the building as shown on the 1831 plan, but there are

fcj

§"8

°

to

few other items which help one to visualise the new nave 
as it was when completed. There was a singers' gallery 
at the west end, and in 1761 another gallery was erected 
on the north side, but no other furnishings are anywhere 
specified. No doubt the pulpit and perhaps some other of
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the former fittings would be re-used. The total cost was 
£185 55. o\d., towards which £176 145. o\d. had been 
received when the statement of accounts was made up.

There are items for repairs and whitewashing1 during 
the years succeeding, but in 1778 the structure, though 
only twenty-three years old, was in so bad a state of 
repair that it became necessary practically to rebuild it. 
In 1777 a meeting had been held to consider the matter,2 
and later

At a Vestry meeting held this 26th day of May, 1778, by the 
Minister, Chap1 Wardens and principal inhabitants whose names 
are underwritten for viewing the necessary repairs of the Chapel 
of Maghull it was agreed that the south and north walls should be 
taken down and rebuilt and a new roof laid upon the same.

This minute is signed by Benj. Whitehead, Minister, 
John Hall, Chapel-warden, and Rd Rothwell, James 
Mawdesley, John Rose, Wm Mawdsley, Will  Croston, 
Thomas Lea, John Atherton, Thos. Ball, and John 
Croston. 3

The old materials being made use of, the cost of this 
reconstruction, according to the entries in the wardens' 
accounts, was only £43 8s. jd., and towards this the 
following sums were received: 

From the Town by 4 lay .. .. .. .. 32 o 9
,, M r Mordent .. .. .. .. ..220
,, Mr Medcalf upon Note .. .. .. 15 o o 4

The chief items in the expenditure were £27 for " laying 
on the Chap1 Roof and finishing the inside," and £10 los. 
for " taking down the walls and rebuilding the same." 5

When the work was finished the Pews were put up to 
auction:

1 Whitewashing in 1763, 1771 and 1779.
2 "1777. To Meeting setting the Chapel when rebuild o 15 3."
3 The minute is written on a loose sheet pinned into the book of wardens' 

accounts.
4 Later in the year Mr. Metcalf was paid " principle and interest of a note 

£15 us. orf." 
* For. expenditure in full see Appendix D.
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To Expense when pews in Chapel were sold i o o
,, Mr Smith for Auctioning the Pews in Chapel .. 10 6
  duty for seats in chapel .. .. .. .. 84
,, Mr Smith one half of a second days jorney .. 60
  expence when writings was executed .. .. 60

Recd for four pews .. .. .. .. --^33 8 o 1
As reconstructed in 1778 the nave served the needs of 

the township for over fifty years and its appearance may 
be gathered from a drawing made by Thomas Binns, 
which shows the building from the north-east. This 
drawing is undated, but was probably made c. 1820-30, or 
about the same time that the description of Maghull 
chapel appeared in the Liverpool Kaleidoscope. It was 
engraved by W. J. Roberts and a copy of it is in the Binns 
Collection in the Liverpool Free Library. 2 The engraving 
measures only 3| in. by 2-f in., but is of very great interest, 
for, as far as I know, it is the only record we have of the 
appearance of the chapel prior to its final dismemberment. 
It shows the chancel and Unsworth chapel and their 
junction with the 1778 east gable, and though not 
trustworthy in every detail, 3 may be taken as generally 
correct. From it we know that the north wall of the nave 
had a round-headed doorway with a window on each side, 
and a third window at its north-east end lighting the 
gallery.

There are many items for repairs between 1778 and 
1830, but none of any special interest. In 1790 four new 
seats were made at a cost of £7 175. jd. and sold to raise 
money for the new school then building. In the following 
year 35. 8^. was paid for " cutting Chap1 wall for a window

1 The money arising from the sale of the pews was to be applied " towards 
discharging the debt contracted in lately rebuilding the chapel." See p. 35.

* Illustrations of the County of Lancaster, Vol. II. There is also a copy 
inserted in Gregsou's Portfolio of Fragments in the John Rylauds Library, 
Manchester. I am indebted to Mr. H. Guppy, M.A., Librarian of the Rylauds 
Library, for the reproduction here given.

3 The east wall of the Unsworth chapel is shown projecting beyond that of 
the chancel, with a diagonal buttress at its north-east angle. The north-west 
buttress is much too narrow.
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and plastering," the " new window " itself costing 135. A 
vestry was constructed in 1797, at a cost of about ^rS,1 
but its position is not stated. It must have been an 
addition, probably on the south side of the chancel at its 
west end, the chimney shown in Binns' drawing being 
perhaps the " vestry chimney" mentioned in the 
accounts.2 Another new window was inserted in 1814 
and three men worked each two days in 1817 in " repairing 
the chapel." There were also more than the usual 
repairs in 1818, 1821, 1824 and 1827. In 1828 " Mr. 
Formby's vault " was made. 3

THE ENLARGEMENT OF 1830.
The chapel had for some time been too small for the 

needs of the township. We have seen4 that an addition 
was in contemplation in 1823, but nothing was done till 
seven years later (1830), when the whole of the south wall 
of the nave was pulled down and the building widened on 
that side to the extent of 25 ft., giving to the nave a total 
width of 48 ft. This southern extension was under a 
separate gabled roof 5 (the old south wall being replaced 
by three iron pillars), and was carried eastward the full 
length of the building, which thus became a rectangle 
measuring externally 57 ft. by 51 ft., the longer dimension 
being from west to east.

Unfortunately there are few references in the church 
books6 to this enlargement and no statement as to its cost

1 See Appendix D.
2 " To building vestry chimney and other materials IBS. 2d." In 1799 there 

was paid 8s. for " covering stone for vestry chimney."
8 See monumental inscription (Appendix B) on floor slab in chancel  

Richard, infant son of John Forinby, Esq., died June n, 1828.
4 Liverpool Kaleidoscope, quoted ante p. 5.
5 There were thus three unequal gables at the east end, the new one to the 

south being nearly double the width of the others.
8 At a meeting held for another purpose on Dec. 31,1829, there is a proposal 

to use certain moneys " towards the purpose of enlarging the place of worship 
in this Township as is proposed." A general Vestry meeting on March 10, 
1831, was called for two purposes, one of which was the " laying of a rate to
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in the wardens' accounts. Its character, however, is 
indicated on a plan of the building made in 1831 and 
here reproduced.1 This plan was, of course, made only 
for the purpose of showing the seating arrangements and 
must not be considered as an architectural drawing.2 
But its interest is very considerable, not only as showing 
the nature of the enlargement, but for the knowledge it 
gives us concerning the arrangement of the pews both in 
the nave and the Unsworth chapel. The old arch at the 
west end of the Unsworth chapel was at that period 
partly blocked and probably covered with plaster.

The eastern end of the extension was occupied by a 
vestry with a doorway on its north side to the chancel 
and another to the body of the church, and over it was a 
gallery, the occupants of which faced west. A western 
gallery ran the full width of the extended building, and was 
approached from a staircase in the north-west corner. 
Only one external doorway is shown on this plan on the 
north side, but there is evidence of a door later at the west 
end.

The plan shows that at this time (1831) the western half 
of the south wall of the chancel had been taken down, and 
its place is occupied by a three-decker pulpit. This 
partial destruction of the chancel wall no doubt dates 
from 1830, but the chancel arch may have been demolished 
at the time of the first rebuilding. Out of 28 new pews 
erected on the ground floor, 21 had been appropriated 
when the plan was made. The enlargement of the chapel

contribute towards the payment of the expenses of the reparations and alter 
ations made at the Chapel of Maghull and for other general purposes relating to 
the said Chapel." It was agreed " that a Chapel rate of 6d. in the pound be 
allowed to be collected at twice."

1 The original plan, or rather a tracing of it, is on a board in the vestry of the 
new church, but is now peeling off and is difficult to read. A copy on paper, 
made some years ago, is, however, in the vicar's possession. I am indebted to 
him for its use.

2 Apparently the building was measured only inside, the outside of the walls 
being allowed to take care of itself. Hence the absence of buttresses.
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more than doubled its seating capacity, as will be seen 
from an inscription painted on a board and still preserved 
in the old building1 : 

This Chapel was enlarged in j the Year 1830 by which | means 
222 additional Sittings | were obtained, and in consequence | of a 
Grant from the Incorporated | Society for promoting the en- | 
largement, building, and repairing | of Churches and Chapels, 
112 of | that number are hereby declared | to be free and un 
appropriated | for ever, in addition to 220 | Sittings formerly 
provided | 22 of which are free.

G. HOLDEN, A.M. Minister.
JOHN WHALLEY }
i   \ Churchwardens.JAMES CHARLES j

It was in the year 1830 that the building assumed the 
aspect which is yet remembered by many of the older 
inhabitants, and which, no doubt, deserved the epithets 
of " low and mean," " positively shapeless," etc., so 
freely showered upon it fifty years later. It had a flat 
ceiling, and, in the words of Sir Stephen Glynne, was 
" encumbered with pews and galleries." The I4th 
century window on the south of the chancel was, of 
course, blocked by the vestry, and the wall in which it 
occurs became an internal feature. Traces of the plaster 
of the vestry wall may still be seen on the masonry 
outside.

Thenceforward little was done to the building except 
to keep it in repair. The wardens' accounts, however, 
record certain furnishings and minor structural alterations, 
some of which may be noted. Under date May 4, 1835, 
it is recorded

That the thanks of this meeting be presented to John Formby, 
Esq., for his present to the Chapel of a pair of stone pillars and 
cap for d°;

but what purpose they served is not stated, and they do 
not appear to have survived. About the same time there 
is mention of " works and gates now being completed"

1 On south wall of chancel between the windows.
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and of the " building of the new porch."1 There were 
apparently two entrance gates and posts from the road, 
and a gate and posts at the entrance to the chapel-yard, 
the building standing back some distance from the high 
way. The fabric was evidently showing signs of damp in 
1836, for at the Vestry meeting in May the wardens were 
" authorized to make proper drains for the purpose of 
laying the chapel dry," and a year later they were given 
authority "to do what is necessary to make the south 
wall dry." On January 31, 1839, a Vestry meeting was 
held to take into consideration what repairs were necessary 
in the chapel, especially as regards the roof and bell turret, 
and it was resolved

That the Chapel-wardens be authorized to take down the Cupola 
erected upon the new end of this chapel and make also what 
repairs may be found necessary including the proposed plan for 
the ventilation of the chapel by an alteration in the casements of 
the windows.

There is no further mention of the cupola and in the 
resolution nothing is said about its rebuilding. I assume, 
however, that it was taken down for safety and re-erected. 
The proposed new method of ventilation was formally 
adopted at a later meeting in May.

In 1846, a new organ was erected in the gallery " in 
room of the present organ." 2 The meeting called to 
consider the proposal authorized certain persons (named) 
to
effect such alterations in the gallery and ceiling as may be reqd for 
the proposed new organ, provided no injury be done to the fabric 
and no encroachment be made upon any of the free seats or the 
passage leading thereto.

'This was in May, 1835. On February 19, 1845, the wardens were em 
powered to provide wooden gates " to be placed in the porch." The porch 
covered the north doorway and stood till the demolition of the nave.

2 Minute of Meeting, May 21, called to consider the proposal to erect a new 
organ by voluntary contributions. At what period the old organ had been 
introduced is nowhere stated. For music see p. 46.
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It was also agreed to apply for a faculty or licence of the 
Ordinary " should it be deemed expedient to obtain one." 
The cost of the organ is not stated, nor are any par 
ticulars of it given.

At the May Vestry meeting of 1851 the wardens were ' 
authorised to procure a plan and estimate for enlarging 
the gallery and increasing the pew room in the chapel. 
The proposal, however, was not adopted, for at a special 
meeting called to receive the wardens' report, it was 
resolved (November 20)

That this meeting considers the church accommodation quite 
adequate to the present wants of the Township without any 
further enlargement and that the present proposal be abandoned.

In 1853 the May Vestry meeting gave its consent to the 
minister, the Rev. G. Holden, " to alter the pew belonging 
to him in any manner he may think fit," and a year later 
permission was given to Mr. Holden and four others to 
erect a stove in the chapel, the expense of which was to be 
paid by voluntary contributions. The pews and wood 
work were painted in 1855 at a cost of £10.

In 1867 the question of want of seating accommodation 
again arose, and at a meeting held on December 5, it was 
resolved to appoint a committee

to consider the advisability of re-seating the chapel, making it 
entirely free, and to prepare a plan and estimate.

The committee reported to a meeting held January 16, 
1868, and after considerable discussion an amendment 
was carried " that it be not advisable to re-seat the body 
of the chapel." Later, however, a proposal was adopted

That an alteration as laid before the meeting on a plan prepared 
by the wardens be carried out, but that it be amended to such a 
degree that a seat be provided for the clerk below the officiating 
clergyman and that the cost be raised by subscription.

What actually was done does not appear in the church 
books.
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In 1869 a new vicar (Rev. J. G. Leigh) comes on the 
scene, and at his first Vestry meeting (April 16, 1870) 
reference is made to the proposal for a new church. It 
was agreed, however, that nothing could be done without 
first consulting the rector of Halsall. On June 24, 1870, 
the vicar addressed a circular letter to the landowners and 
residents to ascertain what funds could be raised in the 
district towards building a new church, " owing to the 
impossibility of effecting any alteration in the present 
building." Eight years, however, were to elapse before 
the proposal was realized, and in the meantime little or 
nothing was done to the old structure, the roof of which 
became defective. 1

The foundation stone of the new church was laid July 
2, 1878, and the building was consecrated September 8, 
1880. The instrument substituting the new church of St. 
Andrew for '' the old church situate within and hitherto 
being the parish church of the same parochial chapelry " 
is dated November 4, 1880. The new building stands 
immediately to the south-east of the old chapel, and 
consists of chancel, aisled nave of five bays, north porch, 
west tower, and south-east vestry. It was designed by 
Mr. J. Francis Doyle, of Liverpool, and is in the Gothic 
style.

The dedication to St. Andrew was transferred from the 
old chapel, but how far it goes back is uncertain. There 
is no record of any ancient ascription, and a search for 
the sentence of consecration at Chester was in 1875 
unsuccessful. 2 Baines, in 1836, knew of no dedication,3 
but the chapel was known as St. Andrew's long before. 
The earliest mention of the name that I have come across 
is in 1738, in which year two entries in the marriage

1 Chancellor's judgment at Liverpool Consistory Court, July 25, 1882. 
* Liverpool Courier, February 8, 1875. There appears to have been no 

consecration of the new nave in 1755. 
3 See ante p. 5.
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register state that the weddings took place " in the 
parochiall Chapell of St. Andrew's, Maghull " (October 
ist, and i2th). They are, however, solitary entries, the 
usual formula being " in the parochial chapelry of Mag 
hull." In the chapel-wardens' accounts the ascription is 
first used in 1813 when the wardens style themselves 
" chapel-wardens for the Parochial Chapelry of St. Andrew 
within the Township of Maghull," but it is not used again 
till 1817, after which year it becomes fixed. The i8th 
century formula was " chapel-wardens for the township of 
Maghull."

DEMOLITION OF THE NAVE.
At the Easter Vestry meeting (April 18) in 1881, a 

resolution was carried by twelve votes to six that steps be 
taken to pull down all the old church except the chancel 
and the Unsworth chapel," and the wardens were author 
ized to apply for a faculty. The number of votes recorded 
against the resolution shows that a considerable body of 
opinion was opposed to the demolition of any part of the 
old building. The minutes of the meeting state that
there seemed to be a very general desire that the more ancient 
parts of the old church should not be pulled down. The expense 
of keeping it in decent repair as it stood at present and also the 
advantage which would arise from an enlargement of the graveyard 
(which is necessary) were urged as reasons for pulling down part of 
it. On the other hand it was urged that the debt on the new 
church not having been yet liquidated it was unwise and un 
desirable to incur at present any further expense by dealing with 
the old church.

There were, however, other perhaps more sentimental 
reasons for the wish to retain the old building in its 
entirety. The application for a faculty " to remove 
certain portions of the old chapel" 1 came before 
Mr. Chancellor Espin at the Liverpool Consistory Court 
on July 18, 1882, and was opposed by Mr. T. C. Mather,

1 The application was to pull down " the nave and the southern part of the 
structure."
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the owner of the Unsworth chapel and lord of the manor, 
who contended that only the portion added in 1830 should 
be pulled down, leaving the i8th century nave intact. 
Mr. Mather further contended that the parishioners of 
Maghull had not yet taken the opportunity of expressing 
their views, and his counsel sought to prove that if their 
wishes were ascertained a large majority would be in 
favour of maintaining the church as a church, and would 
not acquiesce in the removal of any part of the building 
except the southern addition, which was no doubt a 
disfigurement. He asked the chancellor to order another 
meeting of the parishioners to ascertain their feelings, but 
the chancellor held that no such meeting was necessary, 
three having already been held. The faculty was decreed 
in the terms of the citation on July 25, 1882. In giving 
judgment, the chancellor (who, since the hearing of the 
case, had been to inspect the old church) said that it was

absurd to expect that any religious functions could be acceptably 
solemnized in the damp, inconvenient, and unsightly building 
now for two years deserted. . . . Mr. Mather had made handsome 
offers towards the first cost and towards the annual repairs of the 
nave if retained, but he did not reside in the parish nor attend the 
church, nor could his contributions be counted on as perpetual, 
whilst the burden on the parish would be so . . . Mr. Mather had 
only recently acquired the property which gave him his title to the 
Unsworth chapel. It was natural and right that he should desire 
to preserve the memorials of former possessors, but the court 
must not assist him in his endeavour to saddle on the parish of 
Maghull the restoration and sustentation of the deserted nave of 
the old church. 1

Reference to the local press at this period reveals a 
certain sentimental (it can hardly be called antiquarian) 
objection to the demolition of any part of the building. 
An anonymous writer, possessing a smattering of archi 
tectural knowledge, pleaded in the Liverpool Mercury 
that there was " a certain charm in the barbarous in-

1 Liverpool Mercury, July 26, 1882.
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congruity [of the nave] that tends to enhance the poetry of 
old association that hangs around such antique buildings."1 

The opposition did not cease with the granting of the 
faculty. At a meeting of the Demolition Committee held 
on August 10, the vicar read two letters from the Bishop 
of Liverpool referring to a petition signed by ratepayers of 
Maghull against the proposed " ruthless destruction " of 
the old church, but it was shown that most, if not all, of 
those who had signed the petition had done so under the 
impression that the entire building was threatened. 
The meeting therefore took steps to inform the bishop 
that the decision of the chancellor was considered to be 
quite satisfactory and most just, and declined to take any 
notice of the petition.

The demolition of the nave was not proceeded with 
immediately. It was found necessary to amend the 
faculty " so far as to enable the erection of a porch at the 
west end of the Unsworth chapel," in lieu of a wall as at 
first intended. 2 A new faculty authorizing this change 
was decreed on July 24, i883, 3 and the work was then 
proceeded with. The wall closing the west end of the 
chancel and chapel was built before the nave was re 
moved.4

1 Mercury. July 18, 1882 (the day on which the application for the faculty 
came before the consistory court). The article, however, appears to have been 
written under the misapprehension that the whole of the structure was 
threatened with destruction.

2 The faculty set forth that it was proposed to protect the chancel and 
Unsworth chapel " by a proper and substantial wall with doors and windows 
according to plan . . . provided always and upon condition that the wall so to 
be erected .... shall be wholly built outside the arch of the Unsworth chapel 
abutting on the nave."

3 It is endorsed " Faculty authorizing the erection of a porch on the western 
side of the Unsworth chapel in lieu of a wall." The cost of building the porch 
was to be entirely defrayed by Mr. T. C. Mather.

1 It was arranged that the alterations in the chancel and Unsworth chapel 
were to be made " by taking suitable stone from the outside wall of the old 
church so that they can all be finished, with the exception of the turret, before 
the old church is removed." (Resolution of May 28, 1883.)
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THE CHAPELYARD.
One reason for the removal of the nave was the need of 

providing additional space in the burial ground. An 
enlargement of the chapelyard had been made in 1831, 
when Richard Alison, esq., presented " a piece of land for 
a burial ground to be annexed to this chapel." 1 Up to 
this time there had been no burial ground at Maghull. 
The deed of consecration is dated September, 1832.

To the south of the old building is a pedestal SUNDIAL. 
It has a square stone shaft with moulded top and base and 
stands on three square steps. Its height above the top 
step is 4 ft. 4 in. The plate bears the inscription

John Rose
John Almond

Chapelwardens 1781
Harrison Liverpool

There was, however, a " chapel dial" before this date, 
as will be seen from the extracts from the wardens' 
accounts given below. The stone work was reconstructed 
in 1777, but the present shaft and steps would seem to be 
those set up or re-fashioned in 1826-7. The items referred 
to are as follows: 

1729 P1 for the Chapell dyall's mending .. 
1733 for fettling the Dyall 
1758 To mending Dial plate and led 
1777   measure and half of lime for Dial 

  getting sand and fetching lime .. 
  carting Dial stone .. 
  Mr Watkinson for masons' work about Dial 
  Thomas Moore for stone and work about

Dial 
1780 Pd for a new Dyal for Chap1 ..

To Mr. Woods for fixing Chap1 Dial 
1826-7 To Cash to James Anderton per Bill for Dial

stone
  Cash to Rd Mason for dressing do. 
  carting sand to Chapel walks and fetching

Dial stone from Melling .. ..050

1 Minutes of Vestry meeting March 10, 1831, when Mr. Alison's offer of the 
land was accepted.
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At a meeting held May 6, 1841, the wardens were 
authorized " to get the Dial in the Chapelyard examined 
and corrected."

In 1787 there are several items of expenditure on the 
" Chapel Stile," and the following payments for work 
done in and about the chapelyard may be cited: 

1804 To Francis Hulme for stone for Chap1 gate
wall .. .. .. .. .. 60

,, John Barber repair ing the same .. .. 26
1825-6 To making road to Chapel .. .. .. 163

  repairing chapel gates .. .. .. 5 10
1826-7 To work on Chapel walls          63

,, one day's work at Chapel walls .. .. 20

An extension of the burial ground in the south-west 
(1565 sq. yds.) was consecrated June 12, 1921.

PEWS AND GALLERIES.
Mention has already been made (p. 21) of the erection 

of pews in the chapel after the reconstruction of 1778, 
and of their subsequent sale. But presumably the new 
nave was pewed in 1755. and when the north gallery was 
erected " five handsome seats or pews " were erected in it. 
A faculty obtained by James Mawdesley and two others 
for building these pews also authorized them to " complete 
the gallery on the north side of the chapel." The date is 
February 25, 1761, but whether this implies the com 
pletion of a formerly existing gallery or of one then in 
course of erection is not clear. The terms of the faculty 
are quoted as follows: 

1761 Feb. 25. Faculty to James Mawdesley, Edmund 
Barlow, and Richard Bradley, to complete the Gallery on the north 
side of the chapel adjoining eastward to a chancel of the widow of 
[Joseph] Yates, Esq., westward to the singing gallery, and 
northward to the north wall of the chapel, and containing in 
length 22 ft. and in breadth 8 ft., and to build five handsome seats 
or pews therein, and to use the stairs to the singing gallery as a way 
of passage thereto, and afterwards to sell, let, and dispose of the 
same seats or pews to and amongst themselves and such other
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the inhabitants as stand in need thereof and will bear rateable 
share towards reimbursing the whole expenditure to and for the 
use of themselves, their families and tenants, to the exclusion of all 
others without their leave. 1

The " chancel of the widow of Joseph Yates, Esq.," 
mentioned above was the north aisle later known as the 
Unsworth chapel. Mrs. Yates was Ellen, one of the two 
daughters of William Maghull, lord of the manor. After the 
death of William Maghull in 1709 his inheritance was 
divided between his two daughters, the Maghull manor- 
house and the rights in the chapel going to Ellen, wife of 
Joseph Yates of Peel, in Little Hulton.

Assuming the west or singers' gallery to have been 10 
feet in depth,2 the 22 feet, which is given as the length of 
the completed north gallery, represents the whole of the 
space between the singing gallery and the east wall of the 
nave above the arch to the Unsworth chapel. It is 
fair to assume, therefore, that the north gallery was an 
entirely new erection at this time.

The same James Mawdesley, to whom with others the 
faculty was granted in 1761, also possessed a seat in the 
nave, or body of the church, as shown in a deed of con 
firmation to William Croston, another pew-holder, in 1775.

1775. November 23. Confirmation to William Croston, the 
owner of a dwelling house with the lands thereto belonging in the 
township of Maghull called Tyrers, and to his successors, owners 
and proprietors thereof, of exclusive right to use the seat or pew in 
the nave or body of the chapel, adjoining eastward to a seat of the 
Rev. William Homan, westward to a seat of James Mawdesley, 
yeoman, northward to some seats standing against the north aisle 
and southward to the south aisle, and containing from east to 
west 7 ft. 4 in. and in breadth from north to south 6 ft. 2 in. 3

These two documents prove conclusively that certain 
of the seat-holders held their pews legally in perpetuity.

1 Quoted in Liverpool Courier, February 8, 1875.
2 This is the depth of the west gallery after the reconstruction of 1778, as 

shown on the 1831 plan.
3 Liverpool Courier, February 8, 1875.
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In course of time, however, this came to be disputed and 
in the absence of written evidence to be ruled out.

Something has already been said regarding the erection 
of pews in the west gallery after the reconstruction 
of 1778, and of their subsequent sale. The decision to 
sell these seats was taken at a meeting held on April 7, 
1779, a minute of which has been preserved.1 It reads as 
follows: 

At a Town's Meeting called the seventh of April 1779 agreeable 
to publick notis given in the Chap1 28 of last month for the design 
and purpose of considering and fixing upon the proper Method of 
Disposing of four Pues or seats lately arrected in the west, gallery 
in the Chap1 of Maghull it was then unanimously agreed that 
Mr. William Mawdesley and Mr. John Atherton the present Chap1 
Ward"8 shall have power to sell and dispose of the aforesaid pues or 
seats for the Best price that can be obtained and that the money 
arriseing from the sale thereof shall be applied towards discharging 
a debt which the said Township hath contracted in lately Re 
building the beforesaid Chap1 , and we the Landowners of the said 
Township do further agree for ourselves our Heirs and assigns to 
indemnify and keep harmless the aforesaid Chap1 Ward"5 in any 
Act or inguagement that shall enter into with respect to selling in 
making a good Title to the purtchosers of the aforesaid pues or 
seats or if thought necessary in getting a Faculty from the Court 
of Chester for the better securing the said Title as Witness our hand 
the day and year above written

Rd ROTHWELL
JAMES BARTON
JAMES MAWDESLEY
JOHN ROSE
EDWARD CROSTON
WILLIAM CROSTON

In 1790 four more seats were made and sold and the 
.extension of 1830 provided many more, the majority of 
which were appropriated. The plan of 1831 gives the 
names of the occupiers of the new seats as follows: 

1 It is on a loose sheet, and is inserted in the unbound folio volume of accounts 
(No. i, Appendix A).
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2 Sir Geo. Drinkwater
3 William Rothwell
4 Bradshaw
6 Thomas Watkinson
7 John Whalley
8 & 17 Thomas Harrison
9 John Neden

10 John Atherton
11 & 12 John Barlow
13 David Phillips
14 William Mawdesley

15 & 22 Thomas Walkden
16 Minister
18 Mich1 Heathcote
19 Henry Ashcroft
20 Jane Shacklady
21 Exrs of y8 late Knowles
28 Richard Alison 
In the West Gallery.
29
30
31 James Massey.

In the forty years between 1830 and 1870, nothing 
seems to have happened to disturb the possessors of the 
old pews. But with the coming of the Rev. J. G. Leigh 
a new era set in. Mr. Leigh was frankly out of love 
with the old order at Maghull and from the first wanted to 
close down the old chapel and build a new church. In 
1874, or before, a change in the pew system was effected, 
and old residents found their claims to ownership chal 
lenged. On Sunday, November 15, 1874, prior to the 
evening service, two representatives of the Mawdesley 
family, who claimed the right to a pew in the Unsworth 
chapel, attempted to enter the building (then locked) and 
take possession of the seats, from which they asserted they 
had been turned out to make room for newcomers. Their 
action was resisted by the wardens and resulted in their 
being (with three others) summoned at Ormskirk on 
December 4, for having conducted themselves in a riotous 
manner in the church and churchyard, and for using 
violent and abusive language to the wardens. Adjourned 
to January ist, 1875, the case was then dismissed. During 
the hearing it was stated that " the Unsworth chapel was 
the only place in the church for which a faculty had been 
obtained; consequently no persons could claim a pew in 
that part of the church, and the remaining portion of the 
ground floor was free."

The dispute caused so much bad feeling that on January
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6, 1875, Chancellor Espin visited Maghull to hear com 
plaints and to restore harmony. He laid down that the 
right to a pew could be founded only upon a faculty and 
that a grant of a pew by deed was not a faculty. The 
claimants in this case had based their claim to the pew not" 
only on the ground of long tenure, but upon the terms of a 
faculty which, although lost sight of, was supposed to 
exist. He (the chancellor) was certain, however, that no 
such document did exist, and on the faith of this definite 
expression of opinion the claim to private property in 
church seats was abandoned and the defendants in the 
late case admitted, through their solicitor, " that the 
churchwardens had full powers to allot all the seats in the 
body of the church and in the gallery, subject to the 
control of the Ordinary, all claim to private property in 
such seats being abandoned."

The dispute was believed to be settled, but though 
accepting the chancellor's ruling the late claimants were 
apparently unchanged in their own opinion, and search 
being made, the faculty of 1761 already quoted, together 
with the deed of confirmation of 1775, were found in 
the registry at Chester on February 4, 1875. The dis 
covery re-opened the dispute, but the newspaper cuttings 
preserved in the church books, from which the above 
account is taken, end abruptly at this point. 1

THE MINISTERS.
The Victoria County History (Lanes, iii, 220) gives the 

names of eight curates and vicars at Maghull between 
1660 and 1884. To these may be added the two Common 
wealth ministers mentioned in the text and also the 
Rev. John Balshaw, whose name is omitted between those 
of Ralph Sherdley and Benjamin Whitehead. A note in 
one of the registers says:

'They are from the Liverpool Mercury, Courier and Daily Post, and the 
Ormskirk Advertiser for various dates in December, 1874, and January and 
February, 1875.
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John, son of William Balshaw, of Walton-le-Dale, was bora 
Sep* 14, 1720 and was created M.A., April 27th, 1741, and ordained 
to be curate of the Chapel of Maghull in the Parish of Halsall (the 
Rev. David Commarq being Rector), on September 25th, 1753, in 
the Ld Bishop's private chapel at Chester at a publick ordination.

With the additions the list now reads: 
1645 James Worrall

oc. 1650 William Aspinall
oc. 1665   Shaw

1670 Zachary Leech
oc. 1704 Ralph Sherdley

1743 John Balshaw, M.A.
1777 Benjamin Whitehead
1811 George Holden, M.A.
1865 Joseph Lyon, M.A.
1869 James Gerard Leigh, M.A.
1884 John Francis Hocter, M.A.
1907 Robert Edwin Emmanuel Whitaker, M.A.

The Rev. George Holden, who held the curacy for 
fifty-four years, is noticed in the Dictionary of National 
Biography.

II. THE CHAPEL-WARDENS' ACCOUNTS.

The chapel-wardens' accounts run consecutively from 
1749 to 1830, but there are a few earlier entries on loose 
sheets, evidently taken from an earlier volume and now 
inserted in a scrap-book with other matter of a similar 
kind. It will be seen from Appendix A that the wardens' 
accounts are contained in two separate volumes, the first 
portion, 1749-91, being in the same book as the accounts 
of the constables, surveyors, and overseers. The loose 
sheets comprise entries for the years 1704, 1711, i-7i5> 
1729, 1730, 1731, 1733, 1735, 1737, 1744 and 1745.

There have also been preserved on loose sheets the 
names of the chapelwardens from 1681 to 1716. These 
are given in Appendix E.

J.
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(i) THE FABRIC.

There is a great deal of interesting information con 
cerning the fabric and church life in the township contained 
in these accounts, and some extracts illustrating particular 
aspects of both may be cited. The entries referring to 
the rebuilding of the chapel in 1755 and 1778 are given in 
fullin Appendices C and D,and it is therefore not necessary 
to quote here many items of expenditure on the fabric. 
A few, however, may be given. Of special interest are 
those referring to repairs prior to the demolition of the 
original nave. In 1711 a new gallery and communion 
rails were erected; 

1711 P13 to J ohn Grise for making ye Gallirery .. 03 05 oo 
Spent when y° gallirery was sett .. . . oo 01 06
Pd to Will. Bally for whitting ye chap 1 . . 01 oo oo 
,, for a drink to Will. Bally .. .. .. oo 01 to
,, for nales for the gallirery . . . . , . oo oo u>
,, for lime . . . . . . . . .. oo 05 oo
,, for fetching y° lime from Liverpool .. oo 02 06 
  for poynting y° outside of y° chap 1 . . oo 01 06 
  for Raleing y° Communion table out .. 01 05 oo 
Spent when ye Communion table was got to

be Raled out . . . . . . . . oo ot 06
Spent when yL Rale for y° Communion was

set up .. . . . . . . . . oo 01 oo
Pd to John Gorst for cutting y c Hags for y°

posting of ye Rales of ye Communion table
and paynting it .. .. . . .. oo 01 03

Pd to John Johnson for latts for ye gallirery .. oo 03 oo 
1715 Pd to J ohn J ohiison for wood for ye seats in ye

Chap1 . . .. .. . . . . oo 02 11
Pd to y" Carpenter f01 mending y e forms .. oo oz oo 
,, for nales .. .. .. .. . . oo oo 03
Spent upon y c Carpenter . . . . .. oo oo 06

1729 For mending windows at Chappell . . ..050
1730 Pd for slates .. .. .. ,. ..017

,, for lyme . . . . . . . . ..007
1731 Pd for ironwork at Chapell .. .. ..050
: 735 for slating .. .. .. .. ..040

Mending the forms in the chapel .. ..036
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1744 To priming the pulpit and gallery
,, iron used about fixing y e pulpit . . 
,, mending ye slates and plaistering y° Chapel 

i 749 Pade for a new window for the Chap1 
i 750 To John Sefton for repairing Chap 1 . . 
1751 To Jno. Barlow for pinting Chap1 slate and

lime and hair 
i 752 To lime for Chap 1 and workmanship

,, Thos. Crookel for holeing two lode of
slates

,, one lode of slate and carting the same . . 
i 753 Spent at Vestry for viewing the Chapel 1

Paid to Peter Catterough for slate to Chap' 
,, to Thos. Crookel for slating Chap1 
,, for carting the slates for ('hap 1 
,, for carting stone 
,, Thos. Goore for right's work 
,, for a thousand of lat nails 
,, for 13 Jibs, of nails for roof 

To my Jorneyancl expence to the slate Delf-
,, lime and carting . . 

Pd to the plasterer
,, fcr treading Daub and carting up and

straw .. .. .. .. ..034

Then comes the building of the new nave in i/55, after 
which, till the reconstruction of 1778, the only expenditure 
is for repairs and cleaning: 

1757 To Thos. Goore for rales and stoops for
(.'hap' window .. .. .. ..0150

1759 To mending Chap' windows . . . . . . o i o
1763 To John Barlow's bill for whitewashing

Chap1 .. .. .. .. ..0711
,, lime and carting . . . . . . ..009
,, |ames Leatherbarrow and myself for

cleaning Chap 1 about . . . . ..020
,. John Barlow for painting pulpit and

reading desk . . . . . . ..096
1765 To Joshua Smith for mending (.'hap 1 door

lock and new key . . . . . . . . O I 2

1 Towards these repairs in 1753 the sum of £11 8s. lod. was received from 
two Town leys. The cost was £7 145. sjrf., leaving £3 145. 4j<l in purse. 

~ By " slate," stone slates or slabs are evidently meant.
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1765 To William Bradley for wood and work at the
forms in the gallery . . . . . . o O 10

1767 To a lock for (.'hap 1 door . . . . ..030
1770 To mending Chap1 and scool windows . . 062
1771 To Thos. Tindsley for whitewashing Chap1 o 14 3
1772 To Robt. (iolbourn deducted out of the Chap1

Ley for repairs of Chap 1 last year . . o 4 2 i 
1774 To mending Chap1 windows . . . . . . o 5 6J
1776 To a lock for a Christening seat and seting on o i 8 

,, Thos. Tindsley for repairing Chap1 .. 02 4
1777 To Thos. Tindsley for slates for Chap1 and

laying on . . . . . . . . ..020

After the reconstruction of the nave in 1778 the ex 
penditure on the up-keep of the fabric proceeds pretty 
much as before.

1779 To Henry Rowley for whitewashing Chap1 078 
,, a bushel of lime for whitewashing (.'hap 1 009 
,, a new window for Chap' . . . . ..086
,, stanchants for do. . . . . . . ..026
,, mending Chap 1 door lock . . . . ..008

1781 To a Rail for Chap1 . . . . . . . . o i 6
1783 To painting Chap 1 doors . . . . ..093

,, hasps and staples for Chap1 window . . 004
1784 Nov. To painting the Chapel inside and out 1 i 16 n 

To painting front of the gallery belonging to
nine seats 1 .. .. .. .0180

1785 To paid |ohn Atherton's proportion lor
painting gallery . . . . . . ..020

Similar payments occur year after year and need not be 
given in further detail. Some, incurred by structural 
changes, have already been referred to,2 and the cost of 
building the vestry in 1797 is given in Appendix D. In 
later years "work done at the chapel and school" is 
lumped together. George Smith was paid -£7 /s. id. for 
such work in 1818-19, when stone was carted from Aughton 
Moss and bricks and slates from Liverpool.

1 These two items are bills written on loose sheets, and are not entered in the 
wardens' accounts. The seat-holders apparently paid for the painting of the 
gallery.

2 Ante p. 25-26.
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(ii) FURNISHINGS, ETC., or THE CHAPEL.
The expenditure on furnishings and ornaments is 

commendably moderate. Some payments for repairs to 
the "forms" in the chapel and in the gallery have 
already been given, but whether these were movable or 
fixed seats is uncertain probably the former. The 
following items may be quoted: 

1704 Pd for a Church Bible .. .. 01 12 oo
Spent when it was bought . . . . .. oo oo 06
for our charges going to buy it .. . . oo oo 06

1750 To a Beesom for the Chap1 .. ... .. o o i|
ry52 To a covering for the pulpit cushion .. 135 

,, tasils and fring and making . . ..068
'753 I'd for two beesoms for the Chap' .. ..003

After erection of new nave: 
1757 Spent when the Commandiments was put up o i 6 

To Thos. Bradley for cleaning Command-
iments .. . . . . .. .,.026

  Richd Bradley for a spar and booards for
Commandiments . . .. . . ..033

1759 To two brooms for Chap 1 . . . . . . o o _>
1766 To mending the Communion table cloth . . 008 
1779 To a beesom for Chap 1 .. .. .. 002!

,, twine for soing mats 3.U/., for soing the
same tjd. .. .. . . . . . . o o gi

1781 To 2 prayer books for liast day .. 012 
1789 To bosses and mattes for Chap 1 . . ..096
1791 To a new Prayer Book for Chap 1 .. . . o 19 6

,, velvet and trimming to a cushion for Chap 1 133 
,, stuffing and makeing cushion for Chap1 .. o 19 ro 

1797 To 4 yds. of cloth for Communion table, tape,
silk and making . . .. . . . . 176

,, i chairs for Vestry 1 and looking glass . . 96 
,, dying and making up cushion . . . . 26
,, a Chamber Pott and a form of prayer . . 7 
,, a cole box and a lantern . . .. . . 63

1803 To a Mug for vestry chimney .. . . 26
iSiS To new Communion cloths and making .. i n 6 
iSry To Bible and I "raver Book for Vestry .. 7 3^

1 Vestry built this vear.
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1821 To Green baize for cushions ..       82
  making Communion cloths . . .   7 °
,, Mr. Matthews for Iron Chest . . ..440

1825 To Jug for Vestry .. ..       4
1826 To cash to Henry Ashcroft for window

curtains . . ... .. . .     18 6
1828 To 2 almanacs for chapel i being lost when

Mr. Formby's vault was made . . . . 5
,, Quills and inkstand . . .   .   4
,, Brush 3/3 Fire shovel r/6 .. .. 4
  F'oot bear 3/6 Matting la/- .. .   15

In the 18th century the Ornaments of the Ministers, 
which once comprised sets of blue and green vestments, 
had been reduced to the simplicity of a surplice. To this 
there are frequent references in the accounts. 

1756 Pd for 11 yds of cloth for new pair of Serples
at 2s. 6d. .. . . . . . . ..17

Pd for thrid and makeing .. .. ..08
1765 Pd for mending surples .. . . . . o o
1798 To cloth for Surplice .. .. .. .. i 8

,, thread and makeing .. . . . . 10
1805 To cloth for surplice 1 .. .. .. .. i

,, repairing do. .. .. .. .. i
1814 To toj yds. of cloth for surplice at 35. (>d. . . 115 

,, making the same . . . . . , . . 12
,, washing and getting up . . . . i

1822 Robinson's bill for surplice . . . . .. L 18
Making do. .. . . . . . . . . 10

The washing of the surplice is a frequent item, the 
usual charge in the i8th century being Sd., but in 1821 
" washing the surplice 3 times " cost 6s. In 1829 Jane 
Lea was paid 2s. 3^. for washing the surplice and com 
munion cloth. 2

(iii) THE CLERK AND WARDENS.
In 1760 the wages of the " Chapel Clark " for the whole 

year were £i ios., and this amount seems to have been 
paid for many years. There are numerous entries in the

1 Evidently a patch which prolonged its life nine years.
2 See also postea, p. 55.
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earlier accounts in reference to the wardens' attendance 
at the Dean's Court at Ormskirk.

1752 To our attendance at Dean's Court . . 20
1778 To my attendance at Dean's Court and

Court fees .. . . .. . . . . 46
1789 To attending [Jeans Court . . . . . . i o

,, court fees . . . . . . . . . . 4 °

Other entries refer to visits to Chester, Winwick and 
Liverpool: 

1768 To expense and Jorney going to Chester . . 012 8 
,, my Jorney to Winwick and expenses ..050

1769 To attendance at Liverpool at Bishop's
Visitation ... . . . . .. . . o i o

J 773 To my (oruey to Ormskirk and carrying mats
and bosses . . . . . . o i o

1780 To Clark for writing . . . . . . ..076
1785 ,, Psalm book for Clark .. .. ..026
1789   my Jorney to (irmskirk when swoin into

office . . . . . . . . .. 20

In 1821 the salary of the clerk, John Barlow, " for 
officiating at the chapel one year," is for the first time 
entered as £7 io.s., and it continued at this figure till 1839, 
when it was raised to £10. The clerk was still receiving 
£w in 1871, and the sexton £3.

(iv) THE DoG-WniPPEK.

The dog-whipper, whose business it was to drive out any 
dogs which entered the chapel during divine service, is 
mentioned in 1721), and four other payments to him are 
recorded in the loose sheets, before the regular accounts 
in the books begin.

1729 l'd to the Dog-whipper .. . * ..020
1730 To the Dog-whipper . . . . .. ..050
1731 To the Dog-whipper . . . . . . ..020
1733 Pd to the Dog-whipper . . . . ..040
1745 To the Dog-whipper .. .. .. .. o i o

It will be observed that the amounts paid vary con 
siderably and it is therefore possible that the office was not
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a salaried one, but that the work was done by different 
persons as occasion arose. At Sefton also the amounts to 
the dog-whipper varied.'

After 1749, when the consecutive accounts begin, I 
have found only one item referring to this office: 

1790 To Richd Tindsley for dog-whipping .. 026 

but probably the payment of a similar amount in the pre 
vious year was for the same service, though it is not stated. 
It is of course possible that other payments to individuals 
for services unnamed may refer to dog-whipping, but the 
silence of the wardens' accounts during a period of forty 
years seems to suggest that the office had ceased to exist 
before the end of the i8th century. It is therefore not a 
little startling to iind that at the Easter Vestry meeting of 
1865 a resolution was carried
that a dog-whipper should be appointed at a salary of £i per 
annum;

and in the following year it was agreed that the " clerk's, 
singers', and dog-whipper's salaries to be the same as last 
year." During the next four years it is merely recorded 
that the salaries of " the officials connected with the 
chapel" remained as before, but in 1871 "the dog- 
whipper's salary " was reduced to 55., only to be advanced 
to 255. three years later. The last mention of the dog- 
whipper is in the Vestry minutes of 1875, when his salary 
of 255. was renewed, but " the officers' salaries " were 
maintained in 1877, and it may therefore be presumed 
that the office was maintained at Maghull from 1865 down 
to the time the old chapel was closed. This revival of the 
dog-whipper's duties at a period long after they had 
fallen into disuse elsewhere is curious and interesting. 
There may have been some special local reason for it, but 
so far enquiry has revealed none.

1 Caroe and Gordon, Sefton (ihyj), pp. 123-4. In 1770 the payment was 
55. and in 1807 as much as IDS. The olrire seems to have been retained till 
1820.
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(v) Music AND SINGING.

We have seen that a " new organ " was erected in 1846, 
" in the room of the present one," but the wardens' 
accounts give no indication as to when this first instrument 
was introduced or throw any light on its character. It 
may have been a barrel organ, but there is no mention of 
it either in the accounts or the minute book. There are 
numerous payments for " reeds " between the years 1790 
and 1810, usually ys. bd. a year but IDS. in 1809 and 1810. 
The item is sometimes merely " for reeds " and at others 
" reeds for the singers." 1 A pitch pipe cost 2s. 6d. in 
1774 and 35. in 1785. In 1786 one shilling was spent 
" when we got leave to play hautboy," but there is 
no mention of the purchase of such an instrument. 2 
After that there is no further mention of any musical 
instrument till 1827 when (January 7) it was resolved at a 
meeting

That the Chapel-wardens be allowed to purchase a Bass viol for 
the use of the Chapel.

Following which comes the item
Cash to John Ryding for Violin and bag .. ..430 

From these entries it would appear that for over forty 
years the singing at Maghull was accompanied only by a 
hautboy, to which was afterwards added a double bass. 
There is no mention of a bassoon. The introduction of a 
bass fiddle in 1827 would seem to imply that there was no 
organ at that time, though the combination of a barrel 
organ and double bass must not be ruled out. Our 
knowledge of the instrumental part of the music at 
Maghull is, however, very fragmentary.

l " Reeds" sun^ests reeds for the hautboy, but "reeds for the singers" 
makes this uncertain. There are similar payments for reeds for the singers in 
the Clitheroe wardens' accounts (1705-1826). See Notes and Queries, i^S.. 
xi, 474 (Uec. 9, 192^).

2 There is an item " Hen. B.iyley's bill Us. i,,l." in this ve.ir. But of course 
the hautboy may have been a i;it't.
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The first mention of the Singers is on one of the loose 
leaves in 1730, when they were paid 55. on November 5th. 
In 1737 they were paid IDS. " for the whole year," and 
this amount seems to have been given to them for a 
considerable period. The entries, however, vary, being 
sometimes " to the singers " and at others " spent on the 
singers." It seems clear, however, that no salaries were 
paid, but that the singers were entertained at Easter and 
on November 5 of each year, when 55. was spent on their 
refreshment. Payments are also recorded for the enter 
tainment of singers from neighbouring c.lmrclies: 

1760 Spent on ()rmskirk singers . . . . ..030
1762 ,,, Aughton singers . . . . ..030
1763   Aughton singers .. .. ..014
1767 ,, Sefton singers .. .. ..050
1782 ,, Aughton singers .. .. ..056
1788   Melling singers .. .. ..050
1800 ,, Melling singers . . .. ..026
1827 To dinners and other refreshments allowed to

	Formby and Maghull singers .. . . 360

The singers from time to time received instruction, but 
the sum of £8 paid " to John Hurst singing master for 
half a years teaching to sing " in 1767, seems excessive 
when compared with other payments made for work done 
or services rendered. In 1785 " Richard Bradley singing 
master" was paid £i ios., and in the next year occur 
these items: 

1786 To singing master .. .. .. .. i i o
1787 ,, ,, . . . . . . .. no

,, Kichd Bradley singing master . . . . i i o

In 1791 Richard Bradley is again paid £i los. " for 
teaching to sing being in arrears," but after lhat nothing 
more appears to have been spent on instruction. In 1796 
" candles for singers " cost 8s. 6d., but this item does not 
occur in any other year.

The cost of the singers' entertainment seems to have 
begun to rise in 1792, when 75. bd. was expended on
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November 5. At Easter 1802 the cost was IDS. 6rf, and 
10s. in 1817. But in 1808 the " singers' dinners at 
Easter" cost i6s. 6d., and the year following a guinea was 
paid " to the Singers at the Easter meeting " in addition to 
a payment of i6s. fjd. for their dinners. This would seem 
to indicate the beginning of a salaried choir, and four 
years later we have

1813 To balance of singers' old account and salary 5 10 o 
This sum appears to have been paid yearly till 1825, 
when it was advanced to £7, and in 1828 to £7 10s. In 
addition to the salary the singers still had their dinners at 
Easter and November 5, 1 the cost of which became such 
that at last the practice was discontinued. This is set 
down in the minutes of the Easter Vestry meeting of 
1829: 

Resolved: That the money paid for dinners and allowance for 
the singers be allowed for this time only and that in future no 
allowance for dinners or entertainment of any kind be granted to 
the singers of this Township or any other Parish or Chapelry.

This resolution also had reference to the celebration of 
November 5 (q.v.) The spirit of Reform was abroad at 
Maghull.

In 1865 the salary of the singers was increased to £15, 
and that amount was being paid in 1871, in which year 
the accounts in detail cease. The organist at that time 
received £20.

(vi) GUNPOWDER TREASON.
The 5tli of November was a great day at Maghull, as in 

Sefton,2 being celebrated with bell ringing, bonfire, and 
eating and drinking. The earliest reference to it occurs 
in 1704:

1 Easter: 355. in 1820, 155. in 1822, 245. in 1823. November: 355. in 1820, 
i6s. (id. in 1822, with ale in addition. In November 1822, there were n 
singers at is. 6rf. a head, and the " ale given at the meeting " cost 155., but 
the ale may have been shared by others.

2 Caroe and Gordon, Sefton, p. 120. The entries in the Sefton wardens' 
accounts are of a similar nature to those at Maghull, e.g. " Paid for 10 baskets 
of coals and fetching for bonfire, 45. "</." " For half pound of powder at bon 
fire, Sd."
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Spent on Goonpowder Treason . . . . . . oo 01 oo

In 1711 the sum spent was is. 6d., but in 1729 it had risen 
to 55. In 1730 the reference is as follows: 

For ringing 1 y e =;th Nov. .. .. . . . . o I o
To the singers .. .. .. '.. .. ..050
Spent the same da)' . . . . .. . . ..050

The sum of live shillings continued to be spent for some 
years, if the intermittent accounts that survive are 
representative of the period, but in 1745 the items are set 
out in greater detail: 

Nov. 5. To 10 baskets of coal for boncfire 2 . .
Spent at the Town's Meeting and Ringers
To Candles do.
To the Singers do.

The entertainment of the singers on November 5 has 
already been referred to, 5$. being paid to them on this 
day down to i/cji. In 1749, when the consecutive 
accounts begin, the cost of the celebration is set out as 
follows: 

Spent at the 5th of November
To Candles and Ringing the 5th November
Paid for Coles the 5th of Novembr
Spent at Bonefyer and Powder ye 5th of Novhr
Spent on the singers for the whole year 3

The items continue to be pretty much the same till the end 
of the century, when the expenses begin to grow, but the 
amounts spent on coals and gunpowder vary a good deal. 
In 1756 " ten baskets of coles " cost 45. id., in 1765 
fourteen baskets 55., in 1766 fifteen baskets 6s. jd. But 
in 1767 fourteen baskets were bought for 2$. ^d. The 
capacity of the baskets is not stated. Half a pound of 
gunpowder was generally used, the cost of which varies

1 One bell.
2 The spelling of the word Bonfire varies considerably, "bouefire" or 

" bonefyer" being usual down to 179^, when " bonfire" begins to be used. 
Other variants are bouefyar, boonfyar, booanfyer, boanfyer, boanfyre, boan- 
nre, booanfiar.

3 The Easter payment of 55. had been missed.

oo 

oo 

oo 

oo
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from 8d. to is. Sometimes there is a payment for 
" drink at bonefyer " in addition to what was " spent at 
the Town's meeting." " Beeting boanh're " occurs more 
than once, the payments varying from is. to 2s. In 1785 
the entries are of the usual type, but two new items are 
added: 

To paid for (>ld I'ope .. .. .. .. ..oio
,, flowering Chap 1 5th Novemb1 .. .. . . o i o

The flowering of the chapel (usual on May 29), occurs 
again in 1788, but does not seem to have been afterwards 
continued in November. The burning of the Pope in 
effigy in 1785 seems to have been a solitary instance 
occasioned, no doubt, by some special circumstances. 
At any rate there is no further reference to this mode of 
celebrating Gunpowder Treason till 1807 an interval of 
22 years when there was a payment

To George Smith for Pope . . . . . . . . 40

and similar payments were made in 1810 and 1811. In 
1812 several items are lumped together thus: 

To making bonfire, for Pope, drink and gunpowder 8 10

This is the last mention of the burning of the effigy on 
November 5, but the absence of payment for a figure does 
not necessarily imply the abandonment of the practice.

In 1792 the singers were paid 75. 6d. on November 5th, 
and IDS. 6d. in 1800. In addition to this 95. was paid in 
1805 for " 9 singers' dinners," but in 1807 eleven dinners 
cost i6s. 6d. In 1809 the singers were paid a guinea and 
their dinners cost i6s. 6d. The cost of the celebrations 
was now creeping up. In 1803 the whole expenditure was 
275. 6d. Nine years later the total cost was £4 125. ^d., 
of which £2 os. bd. is lumped on " dinners and drink," 
and 2s. is paid for " ringing chapel bell." In 1814 
twenty-seven dinners and drink cost £3 95., and in the 
following year the items are as follows: 
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1815 To 33 dinners at 2s. .. .. ..360
  ale and liquor at do. . . . . .. 16 o
,, 10 baskets of coal and carting .. .. it 8
,, i Ib. of gunpowder. . . . . . . . 2 10

In 1816 the number of dinners fell to twenty-seven, but 
rose again to thirty-three in the following year. The 
celebration seems to have been getting out of hand, and 
at Easter i8iq an attempt was made at reform:  

April 12 (1819). At a public meeting held for that purpose it 
was unanimously agreed upon that hereafter there shall be no 
dinners allowed (except for the singers) as usual and that there 
shall be no fire allowed on the 5th clay of November, nor gun 
powder paid for that purpose. Witness our hands: John 
Formby, Wm Rose, W. Heathcote, John Sumner, John Williams, 
Robert Ashcroft, W. G. Unsworth.

Notwithstanding this resolution 45. iod. was paid 
seven months later for " ale and gunpowder allowed on 
the 5th Nov." In 1820 there is an item " allowance and 
powder for bonrire 35. 8d.," but it is scored through and 
" not allowed " is written in the margin. 1 The singers' 
dinners are recorded till 1822, but there is no mention of a 
5th November celebration from 1823 to 1826. Then, in 
1827, occurs the solitary item

To cash for Coals and Gunpowder on the 5th of
Nove . . . . . . . . . . . . 60

From this it would appear that some attempt was made to
revive the excitement of the old-time celebrations. It
was, however, doomed to failure. The resolution of
May 7, 1829, which abolished the singers' dinners, 2 also
declared
that in future no ale, coals, or gunpowder be given on the 5th day
of November.

This apparently, was the end of the " Gunpowder 
Treason " festivities at Maghull, at any rate as far as 
payment by the township) was concerned.

1 This payment was disallowed by the Vestry meeting when the accounts were 
passed. At the end it is noted, " Deduct for allowance gunpowder fur bonfire 
not allowed by the meeting, 35. 8rf."

2 Ante p. 48.
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(vii) MISCELLANEOUS.

Every year there is some payment for bread and wine 
and for " fetching the same." The Holy Communion was 
administered four times a year, at Christmas, Easter, 
Whitsuntide, and Michaelmas. In the earlier accounts 
the items are given separately, e.g. :  

1764 To Bred and wine for Wite Sunday . . o 311
,, Bred and wine at Michaelmas and fetching 045
,, Bred and wine for Crismas and fetching o 4 5
  Bred and fetching wine for Ester . . 009

Curiously enough the Easter payment is always the 
smallest. In 17X5 the entry is

Bred and wine for the whole year . . . . . . 6s. 6d.

and thirty-six years later (1821) " Bread and wine for 
Sacraments, £2 i2s. bd."

The Restoration of the royal family was fittingly 
observed at Maghull by decorating the chapel. Year 
after year from 1749 to 1816 occurs the item

To flowering Chapel 29th May . . . . . . o i o

The amount is always the same, and the celebration does 
not seem to have varied in a period of sixty years.

There are frequent payments to visiting clergy. The 
following are examples:  

1715 Spent when Mr. Pilkington 1 preach at our
Chap 1 . . . . . . . . oo 01 oo

1733 Spent 011 Parson Hughs .. .. .. o I o
,, on Parson Guy . . . . . . . . o i o

when our Rector 2 preacht . . . . o i o
,, again on Parson Guy . . . . . . o i o

1734 Spent on the Rector . . . . . . . . o i o
T 737 >  ou a stranger clergyman . . . . o i o
I 759    ou the Minister from Camborigshire . . o i o
1761 ,, when the Rector 3 preached . . . . o i o

,, on Meling minister 1 .. .. .. o i o

1 Probably Kihv.ml rilkiu^ton, vicar of Altrur.
2 David Comarque, rector of Halsall, 1730-46.
3 Henry Mordaunt, rector of Halsall, 1757-78.
4 Glover Moore, minister of .Mellinf.', afterwards rector of Halsall (1778-1809)
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1770 Spent on Mr. Tatlock when preached Mail . . o I o
1775 ,, on the King's preacher .. ..006
1778 ,, on Rector when preached 1 .. ..020

when Mr. Rothel 2 preach't .. . . o i o
1788 ,, on King's preacher .. .. .. o I o
1789 Mr. WhiteheadV dinner . . . . ..008-
1790 do. do. .. .. o I o
The references to Briefs are disappointing, little but the 

expense incurred in gathering or settling being given. 
The briefs seem always to have been collected from house 
to house, but it is difficult to believe that they were all 
technically " walking briefs." 4 The usual forms of entry 
are as follows: 

1764 To spent gathering a brief from house to
house .. .. .. .. ..006

,, spent settling briefs . . . . .. o i o
,, spent gathering another brief from hous to

hous .. .. .. .. ..006
1783 To spent settling briefs .. .. o i o

,, cash making up briefs . . . . ..029^
  cash paid to briefs [infrequent] . . ..038

In 1762 there is a payment of 2s. at the Dean's Court 
" for the Humble Representation to his Majestie's Royal 
Brief," and in 1779 a shilling was spent

Going from house to house for the Clergy in Ammerica 
the only occasion on which the object of the collection is 
stated.

Every year the township had to pay a sum of money to 
the Halsall churchwardens for the repair of the parish 
church. These sums vary considerably according to the 
expenses incurred at Halsall. In the iSth century the 
lowest is £i i2s. in 1757, and the highest £18 45. 2d. in 
1800, with a second payment of £7 IDS. The average is 
£3 to £4 down to about 1780, but £9 I2s. was paid in 1751, 
and £8 lo.s. 8rf. in 1770. In the later years of the century

1 I'robably at the opening of the new nave.
2 Richard Rothwell, rector of Sefton, 1763-1802.
3 Benjamin Whitehead, curate of Maghull, 1777-1811.
4 For " walking briefs " see W. A. Bewes, Church Briefs, p. 49.

_
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the average is from £6 to £8, but after 1809 it rises rapidly 
till in the twenties of the I9th century it reaches £20, £,50, 
£40 and (in 1823) even £50.

From among a great mass of miscellaneous items in the 
wardens' accounts a few of general interest may be quoted:

1758 Spent at Aughton Mr. Whitehead 1 and Chap1 
Wardens took some lads before Mr. 
Plumb2 for breaking Chap 1 windows. .016

1761 To spent at Crownatkm 3 . . . . ..020
,, a form of prayer for the general fast . . 008

1762 Paid for a form of pra}'er after taking of
Havanah 4 .. .. .. .. ..008

1763 To a form of prayer for the Queen's safe
delivery 5 . . . . . . ..008

1707 Spent numbering the Papists'' . . ..015 
I'"1 to the scool Mrs. for the year 7 . . . . I o o

1771 To paid to a letter for altering the prayers for
y e royal family . . . . . . ..008

1773 Pd to the Scool Mrs. .. .. .. ..200
1774 To School Mistress i year pay 8 .. ..400
1777 To a form of 1'rayer on account of the Queen's

safe delivery" . . . . . . ..008
,, 2 different Meetings making out a Terrier 050 
,, P'archment for do. . . . . ..026

1783 To spent taking account of Papists . . . . o I o
,, a form of Prayer for Queen's safe delivery10 008

1786 To spent sighning Penance warrant . . o i o
1787 To spent at Red Lion . . . . ..030

,, Ann llankins ley . . . . . . o 2 10
,, King's Proclamation .. .. ..008

1 Curate of Maghull.
2 Thomas Plumbe, rector of Aughton, 1735-69.
3 Coronation of George 111, September 22, 1761.
4 Havana capitulated August 13, 1762.
5 Frederick Augustus, afterwards Duke of York, born August 16, 1763, at 

St. James's Palace.
6 Sec Trails. Hist. Soc., liv, 212.
7 So others till 1773. 
"The same in 1775.
9 Princess Sophia, born November 3, 1777. She died in 1848.

10 Princess Amelia, born August 7, 1783, fifteenth and last child of George 111. 
She died in 1810.
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1793
1795
1797

1807
1808
1810 
i8n 
1813

1816

1818

1822
1823

1825

1826

1829

To spent Beging for the Roman priests1
To advertising scool
To paid for a form of Prayer concerning the

Blind Asylum 
To spent at Easter Meeting-

do. do.
do. do. 

To 2(> dinners at Easter Meeting
To 25 dinners do.
,, ale, liquor and tobacco 

To Easter Meeting 
To 35 dinners at Easter Meeting ..
,, ale, liquors and tobacco 

To 33 dinners at Easter
,, ale

Allowance of Meeting (April 9) 
Ale at Town's Meeting (Easter) 
To cleaning chapel and making fires 
To ale at different times 
P1' Mary Hale for cleaning chapel and washing

surplice 
Cash to Mary Hale for cleaning chapel,

making fires and washing surplice 11 
To Mary Male for cleaning Chapel . .
,, Mary Hartley do.

I
 t

I
3
3

3

i

i

5

i
5

10
15
19
IO

3
6

10

16
6
16
15
15
2

^

o
o

2

O

O

O

0

0

11 i

7
0

o
o
o
o
o
6
8

15

2 

II

The amounts spent at the Easter Vestry meetings 
between 1807 and 1823 tell their own tale. They should 
be read in conjunction with the expenditure on November 
5 (ante p. 51).

The writer desires to express his thanks to the Rev. 
R. E. E. Whitaker, M.A., vicar of Maghull, for help freely 
given in the preparation of this paper, and to Mr. J. A. 
Waite and Mr. H. Ishenvood for the photographs used for 
the illustrations.

1 This has reference to the French clergy who had sought refuge in England, 
following their refusal to take the oath of loyalty to the Civil Constitution of the 
Clergy (i 791). The persecution did not begin till after the fall of the Monarchy 
on August 10, 1792.

- The usual amount up to this time.
3 In 1827 for the same duties Mary Hale was paid £3 as. bd., but afterwards 

los. gd. was deducted " in error." In 1828 she was paid £2 iis. lid.
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APPENDIX A. 
THE REGISTERS.

1. Folio volume (12J by y|). unbound, in limp leather cover. 
Baptisms, 1729 (June) to 1812, 
Marriages, 1729 (Sept.) to 1754.
Contains also some burials out of the township. There was 

no burial ground at Maghull till 1832.
2. Baptisms, Jan. 24, 1813 Dec. 29, 1844.
3. ,, Jan. 5, 1845 proceeding.
4. Marriages, Jan. 28, 1833 Feb. 27, 1865. 
5- ,, J IU Y. 1 ^37 Nov., 1919.
6. ,, Dec., 1919 proceeding.
7.   Dec., 1919 (duplicate).
8. Burials. May 27, J833 May 20, 1894.
9. ,, June 2, 1894 proceeding (old burial ground).

10. ,, July, 5, 1922 proceeding (new burial ground).

OTHER BOOKS AND PAPERS IN CHURCH SAFE.

1. Folio volume (12 j by 83), unbound. Contents:  
Chapel-wardens' Accounts 1749-171)1. 
Overseers'accounts 1749-1779. 
Constables' accounts 1750-1779. 
Surveyors of the Highways

for the Township's accounts I 754~ 1 777- 
At the other end of the book are the accounts for rebuilding 

the nave in 1755.
2. Quarto vohime (8 by 6-}), bound in parchment. Contents: 

Chapelwardens' accounts 1792-1831. 
About half the book is unused.

3. Quarto volume (yj by 6-J), bound m parchment. Contents:  
Overseers' accounts 1780-1823.

4. Folio volume (12! by 8), bound in boards. Contents: 
Overseers' accounts 1823-1840.

These fill about one third of the book. The rest is unused except 
for wardens' accounts presented at the Easter Vestry meetings in 
1803, !894, 1895, 1896, 1901, 1902, and 1903. The watermark of 
the paper of which the book is composed is dated 1822.

5. Quarto volume (8 by oj), bound in parchment. Contents:  
Constables' accounts 1790-1840.

6. Quarto volume (7J by 6J-), boards. Contents: 
Surveyors of the Highways accounts i 778-1830.
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7. Quarto volume (8 by =,\), boards. Contents: 
" Minutes of monthly Vestry Meetings for passing chapel- 
wardens', overseers', highways and constables' accounts 
and nominating officers"; from 1823 to 1835. Mostly 

signed by the Rev. G. 11 olden us chairman.
8. Ouarto volume (yj by t>\), boards. Contents: 

" Resolutions passed at the monthly and other meetings 
held in the Vestry of Maghull chapel " ; from 1835 to i S8<>. 
Signed by the Rev. G. Maiden to 1864.

9. Quarto Exercise-book in boards. Contents: Minutes of 
Easter vestries from 1880 to 191 2.

10. Quarto Exercise-book in boards, containing copies of old 
Vestry-book loose leaves (see no. 11) made in 1883 by the 
Rev. J. G. Leigh, vicar. 14 leaves only used.

11. Folio Scrap-book containing loose leaves from old Vestry- 
books, overseers' accounts, etc. Mostly early i8th cent., 
but two sheets are respectively 168^ and H>8g.

12. Quarto Scrap-book. Containing School accounts, newspaper 
cuttings, etc. c. 1872-1877.

13. Folio volume (loi by 6\), lettered " Cash Book," containing 
Treasurer's accounts for the building of the new church, 
and list of Subscribers: 1876-1882.

APPENDIX B.

MONUMENTAL INSCRIPTIONS. 

i. Oval marble tablet, north wall of Unsworth chapel:
I.H.S.

In Memory of
THOMAS 1' NSW( )RTII

who departed this life /th of July 1796
Aged 75 years

Also
William Unsworth son of Thomas Unsworth 

who departed this life the ist of April 1801
aged 35

Also Esther Unsworth relict of the a.
bove Thomas Unsworth died
16th January 1804 aged 73

years.
(" Thomas Unswortli, Esq., was interred in his own chancel at Maghull 

Chapel." Register).
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2. Rectangular marble tablet, north wall of Unsvvorl.li chapel:
l.H.S.

Memoriae Sacrum 
THOM/E UNSWUKTH Armigeri

Obiit Pridie Nonas januarii 
Anno M.DCCCXV ^Etatis L1V

R.I. P.
("Thomas Unsworth, Esq., was interred in his own chancel at Mafihull 

Chapel." Register).

3. Marble Tablet, between windows, south wall of chancel:
IN MEMORY OF

MARY
THE BELOV'D DAUGHTER

OF THOS. HARRISON ES()R
OF MOSS SIDE HOUSE

MAGHULL 

WHO DEPARTED THIS LIFE

DECR I3TH 1835 

IN THE 2IST YEAR OF HER AGE.

4. Stone slab in floor, east end of chancel to north of altar: 
Richard son of J olm and Helen 
Formby died on the t ith day of June 
1828 aged 3 years.

Also
Helen, the wife of John Formby 
Esqre of Maghull, Mother of the 
above named Richard and daugh 
ter of the late William Harper Esqr. 
of Kverton, and of Davenham, 
Cheshire, died on the igth July 1844

in the 57th year of her age.
(William Harpjr had purchased Maghull Hall from the earl of Sefton beforr 

1805 and devised it by will dated 5 Dec., 1815, to his daughter and heiress 
Helen, wife of John F,>rmby of Everton. See Raines' notes to Gastrell, 
P. 175).

5. Flat stone slab in churchyard, to south-east of old building 
(immediately west of tower of new church):

SACRED
TO THE MEMORY OF 

The Rev'1 George Holden M.A. who 
died March igth 1865

Aged 82 Years. 
(Mr. Holden was Minister of Maghull from 1811 till his death.)
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6. On the north wall of the Unsworth chapel is a modern 
marble tablet, in three compartments, erected to various members 
of the Mather family. The inscriptions are in small block 
lettering and are as follows: 

(a) Sacred | to the memory of j JANE | eldest daughter of 
j THOMAS and JANE JOHNSTON [ (nee Elton) MATHER j 

who died at Ferndale Bank Tunbridge Wells | 28 December 
1906, in her 74"' year | interred in Tunbridge Wells Cemetery. | 
Also of | THOMAS CURRY MATHER | of Oak Hill, Lydiate, \ 
eldest son of | THOMAS and JANE JoHNSToN | (nee Elton 
MATHER | of Liverpool born io«i> March 183.5 I died 5 th March 
1907 | interred in Melling Churchyard. | Also of | WILLIAM 
JOHN MATHER | brother of the above | born 26 th February 
1843 | died 15"' August [912 l interred in Tunbridge Wells 
Cemetery.

(b.) In Memory of | EDWARD WHEELER | who died 22"* 
November 1839 | aged 4 months | also of MARY CAMl'BELL 
WHEELER l who died 26 December 1847 1 aged 4^ months | 
children of THOMAS and JANE MATHER. | Also of j THOMAS 
MATHER 1 father of the above children) | who died 13"' Nov 
ember 1854 [ aged 55 years. | Also of JANE JOHNSTON 
MATHER | wife of "the above | THOMAS MATHER | who died 
28th May 1857 | aged 45 years. | Copy of inscription taken from 
stone | over vault in the Necropolis, Liverpool.

(c.) In memory of ; WILLIAM and MARGARET ELTON | 
died 1775 and 1784 | also of | JOHN and JANE ELTON, died 
1828 | and others of their family | whose remains were removed 
from St. Nicholas Churchyard Liverpool | and interred in | 
Anfield Cemetery in 1885. | .Also of | WILLIAM and MARY 
ELTON | died 1819 and 1847 j who were buried in | S' James* 
Churchyard Liverpool | Also of [ JOHN JOHNSTON ELTON [ 
son of the above | who went to Spain in 1835 with | Sir De Lacy 
Evans's Expedition | The above was brother of | JANE JOHN 
STON MATHER.

APPENDIX C.

REBUILDING on THE NAVE IN 1755.

The Account of James Mawdesley Cap1 Warden, of Money 
Received and how Disbd for the rebuilding of the Chap 1 of Mag- 
hull, 1755.
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RECEIPTS. £ s. d. 
Received from the Ace' made in the year 1753

which was in puree .. .. .. ..3144
from Or. Standley 1 Rector's gift 2 . . ..220

,, from Mr Maurdin's 3 gift . . . . . . i i o
,, from M r Walker's gift . . . : ..     5 5 °
,, fiom M r Rich" Bradley's gift . . . . . . i i o
,, from John Bail upon interest; . . . . . . 30 o o
,, from William Rimmer upon interest . . . . 30 o o
,, from Kdnv1 Barlow upon interest . . . . 20 o o

from the Town 4 leys (it 5 179! . . . . 23 n 2
from the Rev. D r Standley . . . . . . 30 o o

,, for mending John Ball's pue . . . . ..060
,, of William Ball for one load of stones . . 006
,, from Richd Taylor for 7 lode of stones . . 036
,, from Tho" Goore one lode of stones . . ..006
,. for stones that was sold to be used at Sefton

Church .. .. .. . . .. ..oioo
  from the Surveyors of this town . . . . on o
,, in the year 1755 by two Leys . . . . . . n 14 i
,, from Kdw' 1 Croston for 6 lode of stone . . 030

for old wood when Chap1 was pul'd down . . 200
,, from Richard Bradley for 4 lode of stones . . 020
,, from the North (Jallery .. .. . . 14 8 ij

Total Rec<i 176 14 oj

DISBURSTEMENTS. £ S. d.

To Paid to Lawr Guest for mayson's work . . 8 199
Hugh Gibson and William Salt for mason's work 31 5 6

  Thos C.oor for Carpinder's work . . . . . . 2 10 n
,, George Hoolm and Richd Houghcroft for getting

stone and other work . - . . . . ..728
  Paid William Sault's Bills .. .. .. 4 12 6
  Paid Mr. Brookcscs Bills . . . . . . ..2828!
,, Paid Mr <'.rundey Bills .. .. .. ..905
,, Rob 1 Ashall for twenty yards of flags at 8d . . 013 .| 
,, Richd Harrocks Bill for Carpinders' work ..570 
  Paid Tho5 Helsby's Bill for Glazening . .     3 5 6i 
  Paid Henry Pooley's Bill .. .. .. .. 3 18 6

1 Rev. John Stanley, U.I)., rector of Halsall, ami brother of the eleventh 
Earl of Derby.

2 The words 's gift and upon interest are later additions.
3 Charles Murdatmt, Esq., of Halsall Mall.
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To Paid William Cropper for Clecving lats . . 046 
,, M l Yates for two thousand and half a hundred of

Bricks . . . . . . . . . . i o 6
,, John Barlow for plastering .. .. .. 4 10 9
,, M r Tho" Stand for 10 hundred of .Brick .. o 17 -jK 
,, George Townsend for 14 days labouring . . 014 o 
,, Paid to Mr Brooks for [illegible] . . . . o 510
,, spent on Workmen at rearing .. . . . . 165
,, Thos Mayson for 10 yds. and a foot of Ridging

stones at n. id. . . . . .. ..01-20
,, fetching the same from Parbut [Parboldj . . 026 
,, Tho8 Brandworth for 9 measures and | of hair

at is. and fetching .. . . . . ..0106
  Mr Hunter for 6 measures of do. at. lorf. and

fetching .. . . .. . . ..056
,, paid Thos. Orookall's Bill . . . . . . 3107
,, paid to Mr. Leivesley for 20 measures of lime . . on 8 
,, Jam5 Hatton for nails .. . . .. . . i 16 o
,, Peter Grice for half a hundred of laths . . ..020
,, Paid for fetching two lodes of flags . . . . 080
,, Paid to Tho" I'azackerley for 10 days and a half

labouring for Law' Guest . . . . . . 0106
,, Paid for a bond when. John Ball's money was

taken up and jorney . . . . . . ..036
,, Peter Mawdesley for carting Stones and assisting

to fill them .. .. .. .. ..040
,, Paid for o pound of pitch . . . . . . o i o
,, Paid to Edw4 Croston for blocks and ropes ..058 
,, Paid for a peal and boul to carry water . . o  >. 3 
,, Spent when security was given for D r Standley's

money .. .. .. .. .. ..028
,, paid to Tho5 Croston for fetching one lode of

Timber from Liver' . . . . . . ..036
,, Paid to William Croston. for fetching a lode of

timber from do. .. .. .. ..036
,, Paid for two Morter tubs . . . . . . o i o
,, James Leatherbarrow for 14 days and i labouring o 14 6 
,, Paid John Smithes Bill . . . . . . ..510
  Paid Mr Eccleston's Bill for Led .. .. . . 10 8 2
,, Paid Edward Croston's Bill for turning Cullom

for gallery . . . . . . . . o 11 6
,, Paid William Lindell's Bills for sawing . . ..241

Carried over Total 142 16 
(End of sheet)
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To Paitl for two Bonds to F.dmund Barlow and Wm
Kimmer and spent at the same time . . 060 

,, John Beech for sawing two days . . . . o =; 8 
,, Edmund Aughton for one [hinder and a half of

lats .. .. .. .. .. ..060
,, do. for carting one lode of Dail from Liverpool .. 036 
,, James Mawdeslcy fetching 50 Measures of Lime 084 
,, Paid to M" Hunter for 9 Measures of Hair at lod.

and fetching .. .. .. .. ..080
  James Mawdesley for leading 3 lode of sand . . o i o 
,, Paid to Martin Spencer for clearing rubig [rub 

bish] about Chap1 . . . . . . ..020
  James Mawdesley for fetching lats also a Cullom 020 
,, fetching 10 Measures of Lime . . . . . . o i 8
,. Paid for two Measures of Hair and fetching from

Ormskirk .. .. .. .. ..024
,, Richard Harrocks and Matthew Daubour ..054 
,, Rich'1 Harrocks and Matthew Daubour . . 516 o 
,, I'aid to Rich11 Harrocks and Matthew Daubour

for the North Gallery .. .. .. ..4198
  Paid to M r Jes for measuring Gallereys . . ..050
,, Spent on do. at the same time . . . . . . o i 6
,, Law. Guest 2 days work at Gleab repairing

walls . . . . . . . . . . ..030
,, Thos Devis 5 days filling up and levelling at do. 050 
,, James Mawdesley for two carts assisting to

level the same .. .. .. .. ..030
,, Spent at pulling Chap1 down . . .. ..084
,, Spent when the first Stone was laid . . ..034
,, spent on the Carpinders . . . . . . ..014
,, spent when went to Halsall to Mr. Maudin and

D 1' Standleys . . . . . . . . ..020
,, fetching one lode of sand and one lode of water .. o i o 
,, half a day leading stones and assisting to fill the

same .. .. .. .. .. ..019
,, fetching Scaferting [scaffolding] from Liverpool 030 
,, half a daj7 carting sand and water . . ..013
,, leading sand and water one day . . . . ..026
,, leading one load of dail from Liverpool . . 036 
,, leading Scafert pouls from Liverpool . . ..030
,, spent on Hugh Gibson when he took his work

and begun to work . . . . . . ..034
,, leading three lode of Water .. . . ..009
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To spent when the first timber was Bought . . o i o 
,, carting 8 lode of Brick from M r Starikeses Mill 094 
  spent when Law. Guest was paid of . . ..014
,, half a day carting sand and half a day leading

stones .. .. .. .. .. ..030
,, paid for a pint of Wine for i.) r Standley . . o I o 
,, leading Stones and water 5 pieces of days . . 050 
,, carting a lode and a half of wood from Liverpool 053 
  fetching Scaforting from Downholland . . . . o I 6
,, carting stones one day . . . . . . ..026
,, carting water .. .. .. .. ..019

Carried over Total 17 10 8!. 
(End of Sheet).

To 3 day and a half loading stones at 2$. (>d. . . 089
,, spent on the Workmen at Town's Meeting . . o I o
,, spent the second time of buying dail . . ..020
,, fetching a lode of wood from Liverpool . . 036
,, carting stones 3 day and a half . . . . ..089
,, carting Led from Liverpool and towl . . ..026
,, Paid for <j Measures of Hair to Mr Darwin and

	fetching the same . . . . . . ..066
,, carting sand for fladging 2 days and a half . . 063
,, Spent on the workmen when Bell was hinged

	and carrying to Smithy .. . . ..030
,, Bringing Water Cart home . . . . ..020
,, spent when Timber was bought for galerys . . 020
,, carting one lode and a half for galerys . . o 5 3
,, Bring Scaferting Boords back to Liverpool ..032
,, Bringing Saferting poules back to do. . . ..030
,, John Ball for two years' interest . . ..300
,, William Rimmer for two years' interest . . 300
,, Edm'1 Barlow for two years' interest . . ..200
,, Hen. Swift for 9 yds. of fladges . . . . ..069
,, carting the same .. .. .. .. ..040
,, Thos Crookall for 10 yards of fladging . . ..050
-  Paid for day Saw'd up stuff and boords . . 5 2 g£
,, Paid for Carting two lode of Lime 40 measures 068
,. 3 measures more lime and fetching . . ..023
,, fetching two lode of wood and towl . . ..070
,, fetching a pan from Liverpool . . .. ..012
,, Carting two thousand and half a hundred of

	brick from M' Yates . . .. .. ..036
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To Jorney and expence to slate delf to Speak for 
flags

,, fetching Water cart from Liverpool
,, fetching teearing lats from Liverpool
,, spent on the workmen at several times
,, fetching 229 bushells of lime from Liverpool at -2.il.
,, William Croston for writing for all Books and

Accts for the rebuilding of the Chapel
,, Edw. Guy for assisting to pull down Chap1
,, spent on Georg Hoolm

Carried over Total
(lind of Sheet).

i

Total Disbls
Total Receivd

o
o
o
0

i

o
o
o

20

142
i?
20

181
176

2

I

I

5
17

10
i
i

'7

16
10
17

5
H

o
6
6

4
o

o
6
o

10 £

5i
8i

ioi

o|
O '

Total out of puree

APPENDIX D. 

I. COST OF .RECONSTRUCTION IN 1778.

To Thos Mawdesley for laying on the Chap1 Roof
and finishing the inside . . . . ..2700

,, John Mushamp for taking down the walls and
rebuilding the same 70 yds. at 3.?. . . . . 10 10 o

,, 2 new pans for do. 22 feet .. . . .. 1150
,, spent on wormen when recast . . . . ..026
  self for measuring Chap1 walls . . . . ..020
,, Henry Hartley for building up Eas[t; gable end o 3 6 
,, Wm. Halton for sarveiug do. i day . . . . o i 6
,, Thos. Moor for serving do. i day . . ..014
,, ii hundred bricks and carting at 1 Sd. .. .. 0160
,, William Atkinson for lining up gable end and

laying on coping stones 2 days at 25. ..040 
,, do. for cutting sound holes in Cubila [cupola] . . o 76 
,, mortar for gable end . . . . . . ..026
,, Rob' Meadow's Bill . . . . .. ..037
,, Glazeyour bill .. .. .. .. i 14 o
,, Marg 1 Meadow (or washing Chap 1 . . ..020
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To Tho5 Moor for do. .. .. .. .. ..012
, spent when workmen was paid of . . . . o I 6

II. NKW YKSTRY, ETC., 1707 (seep. 22).

To M' Head on ace' of Vestry . . . . . . 10 o o
, Henry Meadow for a new grate . . . . . . 68
  lime and hair, latts and nailes . . . . . . i 4
,, Rob' Riding for whitewashing Chap 1 . . . . 48
,, Wm Atkinson for step and work . . . . . , 10 6
,, building vestry chimney and other materials .. 13 2
., carting steps for Communion 2 . . . . . . 26
,, carting brick and cleaning Chap 1 about . . 3 o
,, Tho1 Moor's bill for flags and carting .. .. n 10
,, Atkinson's bill for flaging .. .. .. 17 3
,, Geo. Smith's bill .. .. .. .. ..1115
,, Hen. Meadow's bill .. .. .. . . i 3 nj
  John Fairclough's bill .. .. .. 2 14 7*

APPENDIX E. 

NAMES OF CHAPEL-WARDENS 1681-1716.

1681. Lawrence Lea,
Thomas Goore, smith.

1682. M 1 ' James Smith, 
Henry Pemberton.

1683. Pool house, 
John Kid.

1684. Edmund Mullineux, junior, 
Edward Croston.

1685. Lawrence Lea,
Edward Croston for Mill house.

1686. Gorge Bradley, 
Richard Goust.

1687. Richard Wetherby, 
Edward Brownbill.

1688. Robert Caddick, 
Bulling House.

1689. Thomas Goore, for ye house he leefes in, 
Anthony Lawrcnson.

1 The added total does not appear in the original
a Probably the existing steps at the east end of the chancel.
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logo. John Low, for Fazakerley house,
Thomas Willcoek, for Davies house.

1091. Thomas Mullincx, 
Kichard Bradley.

1092. Rich. Tiklesley, 
Thos. Meddow.

1693. Edmund Lawrenson, senior, 
Thomas Braddley.

1694. Thomas Molyneux of ye Chappell, 
Henry Mughson.

1695. Ralph Tyrer, for ye house he lives in, 
Thomas Webster.

1096. Thomas Bradley, for (.'lent Hoose,
Robt. Allmond, for Gastren's Hoose.

1097. Tho. Willcoek,
James Spenser for Rollingson's house.

1098. Tho. Howson, 
Edmd Lea.

1699. Cuth' Leatherbarowe,
John Meadowe, for Farclough hoose.

1700. Richd Hesketh,
Lawrence Barlowe.

1701. Edm. Bradley,
J ames Leather barrow. 

170^. Ralph Tyrer,
John Stopard.

1703. John Meadowe, 
Tho. Coppell.

1704. Mr Hulnie,
John Stopard.

1705. John Meadow for Ann Lawrenson. 
John Bradley.

1706. Tho. Mollyneux for ye Moss hous and Green lane house.
1707. Tho. Tyrer,

Wid. Lunt. 
i 708. Edm. Bradley, for Fox house,

Rich'1 Allmond, for M r Shaw.
1709. Edw. Goore, 

John Davies.
1710. Rich. Tildesley,

Tho. Lee, tor Moss house.
1711. M r Smith,

Richd Tildesley, for Andertons 6 hous.
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1712. Poole house and 
Henry Pemberton.

1713. Tho. Molyneux, for ye Green house, 
Tho. Tyrer, for Mill house.

1714. Tho. Lea,
Richd Croston.

1715. Richd Brownbill, 
Tho. Bradley.

1716. Tho. Bradley of Clent for Weatherby House, 
John Goost.

The names of the Chapel-wardens given above have been copied 
into a new manuscript book by the Rev. J. G. Leigh, vicar, 
together with those of the Constables of Maghull (1682 to 1716), 
the Overseers (1686 to 1718) and the Supervisors of the Highways 
(1692 to 1716).


